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Collaboration

‘There are many examples
of best practice – but we are
collectively failing to make
the necessary changes at
the pace required’
Gillian Charlesworth
BRE

Since I became chief executive officer at the
Building Research Establishment (BRE) last
year, I’ve taken every opportunity to talk
about shifting the culture of our industry.
I’ve had several such opportunities, and I
sense there’s a huge appetite for culture
change, but also a great deal of denial that
we need to do so – and, crucially, a failure
to understand why.
Attesting to the demand for change, a
senior professional recently put it to me,
somewhat forcefully, that BRE must focus
on tackling zero carbon. Another person
urged us to ensure complete clarity on the
rules for cladding, saying that inadequate
and unclear regulations continue to enable
bad practice. We’ve agreed to meet and
define the problem.
I’m delighted to lead BRE in contributing
fully to safety and carbon reduction
initiatives, as well as waste, resilience,
resource management, air quality and
the many other areas we have expertise
in. But the point I’ve been making is that
these huge challenges require much greater
collaboration, new ideas, radical approaches
and very different ways of working. No

individual person or body can solve these
deeply rooted problems. And, while there
are plenty of examples of best practice,
we are collectively failing to make the
necessary changes at the necessary pace.
Our record on progress is not good. Take
diversity and inclusion – we’ve spent
years working out why it’s important and
will spend at least as long fixing it. First,
it was a question of fairness, access and
equality. Organisations then began to see
that promoting diversity as a core business
tenet was a differentiator in attracting
talent. Increasingly it became a business
imperative, given the growing evidence
that diverse and inclusive companies are
more successful. Now there is a dawning
realisation that we need far greater
diversity, not just in terms of demographics
but also thinking, to have a hope of finding
the solutions that are needed.
We must then devise ways to implement
these in a collaborative and outcome-driven
way, with a sense of urgency about changing
our methods, supply chains and business
models. Looking at the lack of diversity in
the sector, it’s clear we have a very long way

to go if we continue at the current glacial
pace, even if we’ve at least realised why it’s
such an important issue.
I heard someone saying recently that the
industry is going through its worst, lowest
period for many years, at a time when there
is a huge weight of public expectation on
us. Many businesses are suffering from
the impact of political and economic
uncertainty. But we cannot allow excuses to
flourish, as there will never be a good time
to change. Idealistic views about a different
future are treated with a certain level of
cynicism, but it’s clear that government
will act if we don’t step up, and the extent
of legislation will be directly related to our
ability to self-regulate.
My answers? I urge all those who
recognise and seek to address these issues
to build and use their spheres of influence
to challenge mindsets. It’s happening
already: people are talking about social value
rather than construction outputs; there’s a
focus on long-term value and sustainability;
and safety is in the spotlight.
A smarter approach to standards is
emerging as well, with RICS leading moves
towards international, consistent value
and measurement. The recently published
second edition of the International
Construction Measurement Standards
is set to enable greater investment in
quality, performance and sustainability
(rics.org/ICMS). BRE is also a partner of
the Centre for Digital Built Britain and the
Manufacturing Technology Centre in the
Construction Innovation Hub, a four-year,
government-funded programme, that seeks
to increase productivity, reduce cost and
improve the performance of new buildings.
How much greater is the task of
retrofitting existing stock and rendering our
tall buildings safe and efficient? There has
never been a more important time for us to
take all these matters responsibly into our
collective hands.
Gillian Charlesworth is chief executive
officer at BRE and a former member of
RICS’ global executive team
gillian.charlesworth@bregroup.com
Related competencies include: Diversity,
inclusion and teamworking
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Briefing
Energy efficiency
coalition founded
RICS is a founding partner of
the Coalition for the Energy
Efficiency of Buildings (CEEB),
which aims to develop the market
for climate-resilient built projects,
and is formed of global experts
from financial services, local and
national government, energy and
construction industries, academia
and civil society.
rics.org/ceeb

MHCLG revises materials regulation
The Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local
Government (MHCLG) has been forced to
change the Building Regulations concerning the
use of combustible materials after losing a court
challenge brought by a trade body.
The British Blind and Shutter Association said
the MHCLG had failed to consult properly on the
ban of combustible materials, which came into
force in 2018, and hadn’t considered the use
of products intended to reduce heat gain in a
building, such as blinds, shutters and awnings.
The court upheld the complaint and ruled
that one part of the regulations – which meant
‘devices for reducing heat gain within a building
by deflecting sunlight which is attached to an
external wall’ were included in the ban – should
be removed.
bbsa.org.uk
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RICS Governing
Council election
results declared
The 15 new market seats on the
RICS Governing Council have
been filled after recent elections.
The seats were created to
implement the bye-law changes
agreed by the profession in 2018.
The new governance structure
is designed to bring diverse,
global leadership to the council,
shaping a vision for RICS that
pioneers innovation and creates
better spaces and places for
future generations.
rics.org/elections

Emergency services adopt app to
pinpoint victims of fires and accidents
UK fire and rescue services and the police
are using a new app, What3words, to identify
and locate people who may be in a fire,
trapped or lost, or who have had an accident
and cannot advise their location. The app
divides the world into squares of 3m by 3m
to which it assigns three words at random,
and is available to download free of charge.
what3words.com

Events
Please note all events are subject to change
during the COVID-19 pandemic. You are advised
to check the links below regularly for updates.
rics.org/coronavirus
COBRA at ARES 2020
14–18 April
rics.org/cobra
RICS Social Impact Awards 2020
22 April – 12 June
rics.org/socialawards
Building Surveying Conference 2020
30 April
rics.org/bsconf

Standards
BCIS seeks tech partners
With technology becoming a key consideration for built
environment professions, BCIS is developing software to
improve functionality. It is also talking with potential thirdparty suppliers, and prospective technology partners
interested in contributing to this project are encouraged
to contact Richard Groom, head of core data products
at RICS.
rgroom@rics.org

Think tank issues
asbestos warning
The UK government should create a central register
of asbestos in public buildings, according to a report
published by think tank ResPublica last November. Don’t
breathe in: bridging the asbestos gap warns that there
are still 6m tonnes of asbestos spread across 1.5m public
buildings, even though the substance was outlawed in UK
construction in 1999.
bit.ly/ResAsbestos

Recently published
International Construction Measurement
Standards, 2nd edition
rics.org/ICMS
Party wall legislation and procedure guidance
note, 7th edition
rics.org/partywall
Technical due diligence of commercial property
global guidance note, 5th edition
rics.org/techduediligence
Forthcoming
Conduct and competence professional statement
Data handling and prevention of cybercrime
professional statement
International Fire Safety Standards (IFSS) –
Common principles
Planned preventative maintenance (PPM)
guidance note
rics.org/standards
All RICS and international standards are subject to
a consultation, open to RICS members.
rics.org/iconsult
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Sustainability

Value the
planet
A new RICS campaign aims to help our profession
implement the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals –
and preserve our planet for future generations
Joanna Lindon

Society is placing increasing demands
on businesses to do more to preserve
the planet. Public sentiment concerning
biodiversity, the long-term sustainability of
our communities and the impact of climate
change is at an all-time high. The next
generation is showing their passion and
commitment to preserving the environment
for the future and, if we are to attract the
best talent, we need to demonstrate that the
built environment profession is embracing
sustainability and offering a responsible
approach to business.
RICS’ Royal Charter requires us to:
‘promote the usefulness of the profession
for the public advantage in the UK and in
any other part of the world’. This is the
rationale for RICS to work collaboratively
to overcome challenges such as the scarcity
of global resources and climate change
while maximising the opportunities
of urbanisation to help build resilient,
successful communities and create better
places and spaces for future generations.
In October last year we launched our
Value the Planet campaign to promote
the preservation of the planet and a more
sustainable longer-term approach through
the implementation of the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).
These goals aim to address specific
sustainability challenges, such as those
related to poverty, inequality, climate
change, environmental degradation
and social justice. The 17 goals are all
interconnected and the UK government,

along with other governments around the
world, is committed to achieving them
all by 2030 (bit.ly/UNSustDGs). The UK’s
target is to reach net zero – that is, to cut
its net greenhouse gas and carbon emissions
to zero – by 2050. Current awareness of
the SDGs is low, however, despite the fact
that they provide a framework to achieve a
better and more sustainable future for all.
Sustainable development is defined as
development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their own
needs. It calls for concerted efforts towards
building an inclusive, sustainable and
resilient future for both people and planet.
To achieve sustainable development, it is
crucial to harmonise three core elements:
economic growth, social inclusion and
environmental protection.
The built environment profession
has huge potential to make lasting
change through this approach and many
organisations in our sector are already
taking action. RICS has several initiatives
to support carbon reduction, including the
research paper Changing priorities in investor
decision-making: the sustainability agenda,
which looks into stakeholders’ willingness
to pay for sustainability and building
features that reduce carbon emissions and
result in improved climate resilience.
In 2018, RICS and the UN Global
Compact published Advancing responsible
business in land, construction, real estate use
and investment – making the sustainable

development goals a reality. This report
identifies critical issues facing companies
with a stake in land, real estate and
construction in relation to the SDGs,
and provides a practical roadmap so that
surveyors and their clients can make the
SDGs a reality.
In November 2017 we issued the
Whole life carbon assessment for the built
environment guidance note, because
embodied carbon is responsible for up
to 70 per cent of all the sector’s carbon
emissions. Additionally, in May 2019, the
whole-life Building Carbon Database was
launched to help users identify where
carbon emission reductions can be made
throughout a building’s life cycle. We will
also be influencing the agenda at the 26th
Conference of the Parties (COP26), the
UN’s climate change summit taking place in
Glasgow in November.
The Value the Planet campaign provides
these tools as well as other resources,
such as a series of free webinars launching
this year, to encourage our profession to
implement the SDGs.
A recent YouGov poll commissioned by
RICS revealed that 47 per cent of real-estate
professionals in the UK said their firm does
not have a sustainable business strategy,
while 34 per cent feel their employer is not
doing enough to reduce its environmental
impact (rics.org/sustyougov).
We believe there’s a real opportunity to
help businesses develop their strategy in
this area, and our Value the Planet campaign
aims to equip our profession to act more
sustainably. It also offers an opportunity
for the profession to demonstrate current
examples of best practice in providing
solutions to society’s most challenging
issues – and showing the positive change
we can make.
Joanna Lindon is associate campaign director
at RICS jlindon@rics.org
Related competencies include:
Sustainability
Further information: Find out more about
the campaign and access the resources
at rics.org/valuetheplanet. You can submit
your data to the Building Carbon Database
at rics.org/carbondatabase.
rics.org/journals 9
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Shaping the
future of the
profession
RICS’ ongoing work on the future of surveying identifies
the challenges the profession faces and looks at how RICS
can best support its members through times of change
Stephanie Bentley

A member of the profession who qualifies
in 2020 can reasonably expect to work
40–50 years in a variety of roles in the
built environment sector. Consider the
changes that have taken place over the past
50 years – then imagine what changes we
might see in the next 50 years. You should
get a sense of how our people, societies
and places change and how the work of our
profession therefore alters.
As part of RICS’ ongoing Futures project,
we are working to anticipate the likely
changes our sectors will experience – and
identify the resulting opportunities to
reshape the role of the surveyor.
Our report Futures 2020, which was
published earlier this year, therefore details
how RICS and the profession can respond
to these changes and make the most of
the opportunities. It is our agenda to keep
up in a changing world and to continue to
provide leadership for our profession.
Futures 2020 follows the 2015 RICS
futures: our changing world report, which was
10 Journal April/May 2020

RICS recognises that with change
comes an opportunity to reshape
the role of the surveyor
intended to act as a call to action for the
three- to-five-year period that followed,
and the 2019 Future of the profession:
consultation response report, which was the
result of consultations with our members,
various stakeholders in the profession and
industry leaders.
Futures 2020 details further research
we’ve undertaken and more recent
conversations we’ve had, identifying three
key challenges for the organisation if it is to
evolve in response to this opportunity.
••Data and technology: digitisation is
one factor prompting us to redefine the

limits of the profession. At a practical level,
people no longer need to be co-located to
work together, allowing us to draw on the
right people at the right time through a
virtual network. We have access to a global
talent pool that was previously impossible.
At a more strategic level, technology is
allowing us to automate and augment what
we already do, which is pushing companies
to diversify. People are looking to gain
new, transferable skills to supplement
their core discipline – skills relating to
data, automation, process thinking, client
understanding and insight.

••Talent and skills: as technology blurs the
boundaries between surveying and other
related professions, professionals must be
increasingly open to the potential of new
technology. It is also important to be able to
spot this potential, even if you don’t have
the technical expertise yourself. Advances
in technology make soft skills – in other
words, the skills that cannot currently be
replicated by machines – such as empathy
and leadership even more important. Finally,
it requires groups that are cognitively
diverse – people with different insights,
experiences and perspectives – because
great minds do not think alike.
••Sustainability: in 2018, an
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change report showed that global emissions
increased by 2.7 per cent that year, following
a 1.6 per cent increase in 2017. Combating
this trend is a mammoth undertaking and
will require, along with a host of other
changes, that all fossil fuel infrastructure
be replaced with renewable, non-polluting
energy sources. The building sector knows
how to do this, but we need to help provide
the right incentives to encourage better
outcomes. Climate change and rising energy
costs put inefficient assets at risk of being
isolated from the economy, obsolete or
left empty. It’s time we value sustainable
elements in buildings properly (see the
article on p.9 for more information on how
RICS is addressing this).
We know that effecting change,
implementing new ways of working and
pioneering new forms of best practice
cannot be achieved without the support of a
forward-thinking, active and fully engaged
professional body. Here at RICS, we’re
changing the way we work by reassessing
and improving what we do on several fronts
to help build a resilient and futureproof
profession (see box, right).
By responding through our personal
and professional choices and actions, we
can together be a powerful force for good,
creating a stronger and more sustainable
future for society.
Stephanie Bentley is content programme lead
at RICS sbentley@rics.org
Further information: rics.org/futures

RICS responds
Entry to the profession
Over the past few years we’ve made changes to our entry requirements. This year,
we’re reviewing our routes to professional qualification. Our entry requirements must
support people from all backgrounds, education levels and work experiences. They
must be market-relevant, robust, inclusive and trusted, and include all aspects of
how to qualify. We’ll be evaluating education and experience requirements, future
skills and competencies, and the importance of CPD and lifelong learning.
Ian Jeal is director of education and qualification standards at RICS
ijeal@rics.org

Training
RICS will be looking into which elements of the CPD framework can help members
identify the training they need to enhance their professionalism. The review will look
at training options, such as career development. Ultimately, we want a flexible CPD
model, based around lifelong learning, which allows us to assure the market and the
public that members are technically competent and apply ethical good practice.
Richard Collins is executive director for the profession at RICS
rcollins@rics.org

Standards
RICS will continue to review its standards to ensure they properly support increasing
use of technology by the profession. Professionalism in the use and maintenance of
aggregated data, and where it is sourced from and stored, is critical. We will continue
to build relationships with the technology sector as well as traditional stakeholders.
Luay Al-Khatib is global director of standards and professional development
at RICS
lalkhatib@rics.org

Regulation
RICS regulation aims to be increasingly proactive and intelligence-driven. In building
trust, our activities and support can be effective both at practice level, highlighting
areas where members can develop professionally and act to mitigate their risk, and
at macro level, helping the profession understand global trends and policy agendas.
Chris Alder is director of regulation at RICS
calder@rics.org

Data
RICS’ in-house technology offerings are moving from strength to strength. Perhaps
the most exciting development will be a completely revamped BCIS website:
customers are now testing new sections of this ahead of a full launch later this year.
Richard Groom is head of core data products at RICS
rgroom@rics.org
rics.org/journals 11
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Ground rules for
drone use
With the capacity to provide an ever-evolving range of functions,
drones will only be able to fulfil their potential with a stronger
regulatory framework and restored public confidence in the industry
Peter Kinghan

Since the drone incidents at Gatwick and
Heathrow Airports in 2018, and the public
concerns relating to terrorism, privacy and
security, the perception of drones has hit
rock bottom – as is reported in the PwC
research paper Building Trust in Drones
(bit.ly/PwCDroneTrust). Concurrently,
however, there are numerous predictions
for the growth and value of the industry,
and the benefits drone use brings to the
economy and society.
Public buy-in is therefore going to be
essential if the industry is to fulfil this
potential. Usage, if not public image, is
certainly on the rise: in mid-2014 there
were 359 people in the UK permitted
to operate drones of up to 20kg. As of
February this year there were around
5,750 permitted operators in UK airspace.
12 Journal April/May 2020

Drone variation
Drones currently come in a number of
different types:
••fixed-wing
••rotor
••multi-rotor
••hybrid, akin to a helicopter with wings.
The latter three forms have vertical take-off
and landing (VTOL) capability. In terms of
safety, a six- or eight-motor multi-rotor
drone will usually keep flying when one
or possibly even two motors fail; however,
a quadcopter, with four motors, will fall
to the ground if one of these fails.
Multi-rotor drones can hold their
position in the air, assuming they have
an on-board global navigation satellite
system (GNSS) as most now do. This
makes them particularly useful and

safe in confined areas, those that require
controlled use, such as towns and cities,
or when inspecting infrastructure, such
as buildings or bridges.
The typical drone is battery-powered
and manoeuvred by propellers. Flights are
limited in range and time by the battery
life, payload, line of sight and regulatory
constraints, and depend on radio signal
from the controller. Drones now come
with specifications and features previously
only available on high-end and expensive
vehicles, such as avoidance sensors, gimbals
– a pivoted support that allows the rotation
of an object about a single axis – and
microprocessors, which are used for holding
a camera or sensor and stabilisation.
As a drone’s flying capability and ability
to carry a heavy payload reliably are key,

manufacturers are reducing sensors to
a suitable weight.
There are several advantages to using
drones in a surveying environment. For
instance, they:
••are small, flexible and easy to handle
compared to more traditional equipment
••are comparatively low in cost
••produce no direct emissions
••provide information in close to real time,
offering a better understanding of the
environment and dynamics
••offer improved safety
••reduce survey time, improving site or
asset management
••enable operators to work around difficult
weather, such as clouds, that usually limit
other remote-sensing platforms.
Considering all these advantages, it is
no surprise that advanced research into
the use of drones is taking place across
a number of domains, including energy,
safety and security, construction, mining,
quarrying, oil and gas, agriculture, insurance,
real estate, industry and transportation, and
environmental monitoring.
Increased research is accompanied by
the growing standardisation of product
manufacturing, operations and procedures,
data processing and analytical software.
As time progresses, and with the
standardisation of drone technology such
as flight planning and geo-fencing – a
software feature that uses GNSS to define
boundaries – along with the continued
evolution of regulations, drone use will
become more widespread and efficient.
Standardisations will result in reliability,
while analysis methodologies will see
the more risk-averse user adopt drone
technologies into their existing workflows.
Significant growth of the industry is
already under way and the commercial
use of drones is gaining momentum as
many domains now see them as another
important tool – with the added benefits of
decreased cost and increased reliability. As
the hardware integrates with new software,
uptake by individual operators and large
organisations will increase further.

(CAA) aim of enabling the safe integration
of all drone operations into the UK’s
airspace. As of 30 November last year it has
been illegal to fly a drone in the UK without
registering with the CAA and passing a
theory test. If you want to fly a drone for
commercial reasons, you’ll also need to get
permission from the CAA.
Surveyors need to be familiar with the
current drone regulatory environment
and the requirements of using drones and
the data they collect. These requirements
include general aviation rules that apply to
everyone, regardless of whether they are
flying a drone or not, including:
••a person must not act recklessly or
negligently in a manner likely to endanger
an aircraft, or any person in an aircraft
••a person must not cause or permit an
aircraft to endanger person or property.
These offences can result in a five-year
prison sentence, an unlimited fine or both.

Industry regulation
Regulations are currently being developed
to meet the UK’s Civil Aviation Authority

Using a drone in your business
Using drones can mean improvements at
every point of the project triangle: cost,

An as-built drone visualisation: drone-collected data can be used to produce accurate
topographical and 3D maps for input into building information models

time and quality. The use of drones on
construction sites has increased as the
benefits of drones – and the data they can
derive – are realised.
Drone data can, for instance, be used
to produce accurate topographical and 3D
maps that are potentially suitable for input
into building information modelling (BIM)
or other systems to allow for data analysis.
Many companies report that using drones
for mapping can reduce the time required
on site by 25 per cent compared to more
traditional survey methods. Surveying by
drones can also produce far richer data
and avoids surveyors having to walk
around a busy construction site.
Drones with optical sensors can provide
a useful snapshot in time to monitor
construction works and help to verify work
carried out by subcontractors. This helps
with both time management and dealing
with risks, such as health and safety, and
any unforeseen project issues. Drone
imagery also offers an opportunity for
communicating with clients and showing
progress effectively.
rics.org/journals 13
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Before investing in a drone, though, there
are a number of points to consider.
••Check the type and quality of the sensor.
••Find out the level of maintenance that will
be necessary.
••Ascertain how many motors you require
and how long they will last.
••Check the battery shelf life.
••Find out the cost of replacing batteries.
••Check the drone’s safety features. Does it
have GNSS and a return-to-home function?
Is geo-fencing provided?
••Check the maximum wind speed in which
the drone can operate.
••Ensure there is a warranty.
You should also bear in mind that, if you
are planning to fly drones in rural areas
of the UK, you will need to complete the
required ground school training and obtain
a permission for commercial operations
from the CAA. Further qualifications may
be required for use in urban areas. You
must then maintain a certain level of pilot
competency by flying regularly – at least
two hours every three months – and ensure
you have the commercial business pipeline
to maintain this regular usage.
Data is, of course, another key
consideration. You may start producing
large data sets that require additional
digital storage hardware or, if using
software or storage that is based on the
cloud, you will need access to a high-speed
internet connection. Cyber security is an
issue to be aware of, especially if there is
involvement with critical infrastructure,
such as nuclear power plants or military
sites, or other sensitive projects. To achieve
more advanced results, such as producing
3D data, you may need to gain a further
qualification or training and purchase
additional processing software.
You will also need to ascertain how
many employees will be flying the drone.
Depending on your business, several
qualified pilots may be required to fly the
craft, or it may make more sense to train
just one person if you are not likely to be
using it regularly. Another option could
be to use external contractors, or else
a hybrid business model where the more
straightforward drone requirements are
carried out in house and external experts
are used for more advanced requirements.
14 Journal April/May 2020

Drones and their associated
workflows will eventually come
as a complete package, ensuring
compliance with standards

Finally, you should consider costs and
risks. If you plan to use a drone for a
relatively simple purpose, with a tried
and tested product and data collection
methodology, then the drone itself will be
fairly straightforward and affordable, with
an outright cost of around £1,500–£2,000.
There are also, however, the hidden costs
of drone use to acknowledge, such as
insurance, additional computer hardware for
data storage and processing, and ongoing
maintenance and time inputs.
As with all other aspects of a project,
drone risks should be managed responsibly,
so make sure you ask yourself at the outset,
‘How do I minimise the risk to my business
and manage liability – before something
goes wrong?’
The future
Links between the different parties –
manufacturers, practitioners, regulators,
governments and standards bodies among
others – have grown stronger in recent
years, and can serve as the foundations
for the growth of a safe, secure and fully
accountable drone industry.
Drones and associated workflows will
eventually come as a complete package,
as some do already, ensuring compliance
with standards in manufacturing, pilot
competency, safety and regulation, as well
as approved methodologies for automated
data collection and analysis.
Ongoing developments in regulation
will ultimately ensure safety, security
and accountability. Advances in artificial
intelligence and machine learning will
allow automated approaches to analysing
gigabytes of image data. This will be

particularly useful in the infrastructure
inspection market.
As the dots are joined over the coming
years, drones are likely to be used for
everyday tasks such as fertilising crops,
monitoring traffic in urban areas, delivering
packages to remote rural regions, or carrying
out express deliveries in urban areas and
emergency deliveries of medical packages,
such as defibrillators or blood.
In the UK, NHS Highland is working
with Highlands and Islands Enterprise
and the University of the Highlands and
Islands on a project that could see drones
pick up and deliver items across its regions.
In some areas drones may be faster than
current transport methods, and there is the
added advantage of reduced carbon dioxide
emissions in cities. Research is currently
being carried out into using drones to take
water samples from lakes and rivers and
air samples from volcanoes or to carry
passengers, and into the development of
drones with nozzles for 3D printing, among
other potential uses.
If drones are to be integrated into
society, though, we need to ensure their
safety, reliability and accountability. The
necessary systems are developing apace
as technologies improve and regulation is
being strengthened.
Peter Kinghan MRICS is technical director at
SLR Consulting
pkinghan@slrconsulting.com
Further information: The RICS
insight paper Drones: applications and
compliance for surveyors is available at
rics.org/dronesinsight.
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Simmons Taylor Hall Chartered Building Surveyors
and Architectural Design Consultants.
We are a long-established, independent, multi-disciplinary
practice based in Kingston upon Thames, Surrey seeking to
expand our practice either by acquiring or amalgamating
with a similar practice. We would also be interested in
discussing options with sole practitioners wishing to
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Leaking Gutters?
Commercial gutter repairs and linings, with up to 25 year guarantee
Approved contractors for:

We offer a nationwide service and it’s always
a pleasure to supply a free quotation.
We also offer nationwide planned gutter
emptying, commercial roof repairs
and coatings, roof light replacement/
repairs, asbestos roof repairs/coatings.
For our brochure or further information please ring 0203 975 7979
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Power to
the people
A new fire safety checklist will help tenants in risky
residences force local authorities to take action

Ed Kirton-Darling and Helen Carr

Although the Homes (Fitness for Human
Habitation) Act 2018 gives some redress
for tenants in poor living conditions, much
more needs to be done to ensure that
residents are able to enforce safety in their
homes. Rights for an individual tenant
to bring a claim are important – but it is
also important to give them the power to
prompt the state to act on their behalf.
The regulation of common parts of
buildings in particular creates problems,
and when it comes to the vital matter
of effective compartmentation, legal
responsibility might be unclearly
delineated. In addition, practical issues can
make the enforcement of private rights
difficult, including the limited availability
of legal aid and the potential absence of
specialist housing lawyers or advisers
who can act where a tenant is not able
to navigate the complexity of bringing
proceedings themselves.
Together with the Tower Blocks Network
and Environmental Health expert Stephen
Battersby, and with input from fire safety
expert Phil Murphy, a group of us in the
Law School at the University of Kent have
therefore developed a checklist.
This is designed to help tower block
residents identify and highlight fire safety
16 Journal April/May 2020

issues in their buildings or individual flats,
and guide them on what might be done to
redress this.
The list helps gather information, and
when completed, tenants can use it to
support a request for an assessment under
the Housing Health and Safety Rating
System. The assessment should then be
made by the local authority to identify the
seriousness of the risks (bit.ly/tblock-xlist).
The list is explicitly designed for tenants,
whether their landlord is a local authority
or not, and includes a flowchart to help
them work out routes to resolve problems.
Leaseholders may also find the checklist a
useful source of reference on fire safety. But
they will not be able to seek help from the
local authority for issues that are demised
to them under the terms of the lease.
The checklist is easy to use, giving
tenants tick-box questions to go through.
It is divided into those on common parts
and those on individual flats, and includes
questions on physical and structural issues
as well as management issues.
As residents work through the questions,
the safest response is indicated by a shaded
box; the more ticks there are in unshaded
boxes, the greater the risk. As well as
the questions themselves, the checklist

includes illustrations of what to look out
for, sources of further information, and
tips for how to deal with local authority
environmental health officers.
We are keen to gather feedback on the
checklist to improve it on a continual basis,
so if you do have any comments, please
contact us using the email addresses below.
Next steps
Fire literacy is important, as is the need
for tools to navigate the complexity of
housing law; but empowering occupiers
is only the first step that needs to be
taken. Freeholders, managers and housing
professionals need to listen and respond to
occupiers’ concerns, and the legal regime
needs an urgent overhaul.
In research for housing charity Shelter,
we argued that the law relating to health
and safety in people’s homes is piecemeal,
outdated, complex, dependent on tenure,
and patchily enforced (bit.ly/Carretal2017).
It makes obscure distinctions, and our
research demonstrated just how little
relationship there was between these and
the poor conditions in which residents live.
Those who want to improve the safety
of their home face numerous and often
insurmountable barriers to justice. We
argued that the state should legally accept
responsibility for enforcing minimum
standards, but that residents should
be given tools to force action as well –
including, for example, the ability to take
concerns straight to the First-Tier Tribunal,
which could then have the powers to order
a local authority inspection. The checklist is
therefore a start, but much more still needs
to be done.
Gary Strong, RICS global building
standards director, comments: ‘We support
the need for involvement of residents in
fire safety, and have published a consumer
guide for owners, occupiers on fire safety’
(rics.org/firesafetyguide).
Ed Kirton-Darling is a lecturer and
solicitor and Helen Carr is a professor
at Kent Law School
ek276@kent.ac.uk h.p.carr@kent.ac.uk
Related competencies include: Fire
safety, Landlord and tenant
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Schooled
in safety
Statistics underscore the need for mandating
installation of sprinkler systems in schools
Tilden Watson

There are around 1,000 fires in schools annually in the UK. Larger
fires may cause damage in excess of £3m and in some cases more
than £20m. Although there were no fatalities from such fires
between 2010 and 2018, there were 244 casualties, according to
official figures (bit.ly/UK-firedata).
These also show that out of 673 schools built in the UK since
2011, only 15 per cent were fitted with sprinkler systems, although
the evidence from the National Fire Chiefs Council suggests that
where they have been activated, they are 99 per cent successful in
putting out fires (bit.ly/school-firex). Zurich Insurance has recently
published results of its risk management survey of 1,000 UK
schools, which shows that 67 per cent of English schools are rated
as ‘poor’ for fire protection systems (bit.ly/Zur-schoolfire).
Besides these worrying statistics, it has become obvious there is
a huge discrepancy between fire risk management in schools across
England and Scotland, with the UK’s southern region the least safe.
In Scotland, where sprinkler systems are legally required in all new
and major refurbished schools, 29 per cent are rated ‘excellent’ for
fixed fire protection systems. Conversely, in English schools only
five per cent achieved the same rating. Zurich’s study claims that
the five biggest fire risks in schools are lack of fixed fire protection
– including sprinklers – building combustibility and modern
methods of construction, poor fire detection and arson, as well as
housekeeping and smoking controls.
To demonstrate the impact that sprinkler systems can have,
Zurich includes a case study from London where a fire started in
a laser cutting machine in an unattended computer-aided design
(CAD) room on the second floor. The sprinkler system successfully
controlled and suppressed the blaze. Direct fire damage was
confined to the CAD room and adjoining IT services room with
smoke contamination only, resulting in a £100,000 claim and no
major disruption to the school community.

This can be compared to another case which cost around £17m
to rectify. A fire broke out in the middle of the night following
an electrical fault in one of the appliances in a school kitchen in
Doncaster. The fire spread rapidly due to the use of combustible
construction materials; at its height, it was tackled by more than
60 firefighters. The fire service was only successful in isolating and
saving the gym and sports buildings and limited single-storey parts
of the library and administration areas. More than 80 per cent of
the buildings on site were destroyed.
Preventative action, and the removal of combustible materials,
could eliminate the impact of loss and disruption to the
community, and significantly reduce the cost of repairs. Zurich has
again asked the UK government to regulate and provide improved
guidance, which clearly requires the mandatory implementation of
sprinklers in all new-build and major refurbished schools. A change
in government legislation to make sprinklers in schools mandatory
could help protect children – they often confine the fire to the
room of origin if it occurs out of school hours. This minimises the
damage caused, and the months or years of disruption to children’s
education while the school is repaired.
Gary Strong, RICS global building standards director, comments:
‘RICS supports the mandatory use of sprinklers in schools, to
protect buildings from significant damage and disruption during
rebuilding, and to protect the lives of firefighters carrying out
search and rescue operations. In May 2019, RICS responded to the
Department for Education consultation on BB100 Design for Fire
Safety in Schools with our views.’
Tilden Watson is head of education at Zurich Municipal
tilden.watson@uk.zurich.com
Related competencies: Fire safety
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Involved in
dilapidations?

For TENANT, are you always sure that
the legal limit on damages (lower of
Cost of Remedial Works OR impact
on Freehold Value) wouldn’t enable a
lower settlement?
Our ‘Diminution Valuations’ invariably
do help building surveyors achieve far
lower settlements. ‘Cost’ and ‘value’
are not the same. For most secondhand commercial & leisure properties,
only an objectively selected number
of the breaches require rectification to
restore full value.

radius
consulting
T: 0845 673 3009

E: enquiries@radius-consulting.com
For Case Studies & Guidance:

www.radius-consulting.com

Whilst you specialise in the costs, we are
the specialists on value. As CFO’s are
ever more aware of the efficacy of good
Section 18 (Diminution) Valuations, call
us for a no obligation opinion before the
client does!
For LANDLORD, our uniquely informed
& robust approach to DVs is often
required to rebut an opportunistically
low one from an outgoing tenant. Also
when – as required by paragraph 9.4 of
the Protocol – your landlord client isn’t
doing all the claimed works.
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Sparks may fly
In January 2019, the 18th Edition Wiring Regulations came into effect. While most of the changes appear
to have been adopted smoothly, there are still questions around the use of arc fault detection devices

Gary Parker

Arc fault detection devices (AFDDs)
protect circuits, like miniature circuit
breakers (MCBs) and residual current
devices (RCDs), although they offer a
different type of protection. They are
essentially microcomputers that sit with
an overcurrent protective device, though
they can be combined. They are designed
to identify the signature of an electrical
arc, and on detecting this signature, using
complex algorithms, they begin to operate.
For arc you can read spark, whether
this comes from a small fault in a circuit
between two live conductors or goes
from live conductors to earth. These are
usually caused by damaged cables, loose
connections, or some other breakdown in
insulation, and they can generate enough
heat to start a fire.
Existing devices that are mandatory in
the Wiring Regulations – such as circuit
breakers, fuses and RCDs – may not always
respond to the small arc faults that would
activate an AFDD. Providing protection
where other devices cannot is just one
of the benefits of AFDDs. Government
statistics show that in 2016/17, there were
more than 13,000 fires in England that
occurred in electrical distribution and other
electrical appliances, and although there is
no direct evidence to suggest these fires
were directly caused by electrical arcs –
such evidence can be hard to find – it is
sensible to suggest that AFDDs could help
to lower these figures.
On the other hand, while they provide a
valuable supplement to a full life protection
system, AFDDs are not perfect. They

require a minimum load, take up additional
space in boards that most likely will not
have been designed to accommodate them,
and they may not detect all potential faults
on ring final circuits. Also, they cannot be
updated – as mentioned above, AFDDs
are essentially microcomputers with a
rudimentary operating system – so they
may be superseded by newer models.
The devices have been around the
industry for some time, but they are
only rarely used. While the 18th edition
has drawn attention to AFDDs by
recommending their use, the regulations
leave the choice to use them down to the
designer of the installation.
The designer will have a few points to
consider before committing to a decision,
such as:
••the worth of the perceived additional
protection offered
••the possibility and consequences of
nuisance tripping
••practicality of installing such devices –
particularly regarding switchgear enclosure
size – and the cost of retrofitting a new
board in an existing system
••any testing or maintenance requirements
imposed by the device manufacturer
••costs, which can quickly escalate as
AFDDs are usually needed on each circuit
and they can be expensive
••potential future design liability.
A good-practice risk assessment
approach for AFDD usage should equally
weigh the pros and cons of adding them to a
life protection system, which will comprise
a full set of devices including RCDs, MCBs,

surge protection devices and others,
designed to make installations as safe as
possible. Cost alone should never be the
overriding factor – any good designer will
always put safety first.
A good risk assessment should likewise
have considerable input from an electrically
skilled person, as defined in BS 7671: 2018
Requirements for Electrical Installations. IET
Wiring Regulations, as well as the client or
the end user.
AFDD inclusion should be considered as
part of an overall fire protection strategy,
and their limitations should be considered
and discussed with the client beforehand.
AFDDs can be added to existing protective
measures where their benefit is clear,
but must be carefully considered, lest an
installation become over-engineered.
Gary Strong, RICS global building
standards director, comments: ‘RICS
supports the use of AFDDs, particularly in
new buildings. In existing buildings their
installation can prove difficult. However,
when the use of the building is high-risk,
such as care homes, then any measures to
reduce electrical fires must also be taken
into consideration.’
Gary Parker is technical manager at the
Electrical Contractors’ Association
technical@eca.co.uk
Related competencies: Construction
technology and environmental services,
Fire safety
Further information: Building Control
Journal November/December 2018, p.11
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International House
in Sydney is Australia’s
first massive wood
commercial office
building

Sustainability

Growing interest
With investors seeking more sustainable options, digital technologies
are making wooden buildings competitive with traditional construction

IMAGE © LENDLEASE

Matthew Linegar

A major shift has been taking place in construction in recent years.
The use of massive engineered wood products coupled with digital
design tools and manufacturing has enabled a new kind of building,
offering advantages such as expanded architectural opportunities,
improved health and well-being, and, perhaps most importantly,
a building that is constructed sustainably and can even be recycled
at the end of its life.
Perhaps it’s unfair to call this new: the world’s oldest wooden
building, the Horyuji temple in Japan, is still standing some 1,300
years after it was built. But although concrete buildings have
dominated our post-industrial landscapes, their environmental
impacts are now clearer, presenting an opportunity for innovative
wooden construction as an alternative. Furthermore, unlike so
many materials in the construction industry, trees are renewable.
In recent years, more and more notable wooden buildings have
been constructed, from the Moholt 50/50 student accommodation
in Trondheim, Norway, to International House, Lendlease’s
commercial office building at Barangaroo in Sydney, Australia (see
photo, opposite), and the Wood City project in Helsinki, Finland,
which includes apartments, office blocks and an hotel.
The Finnish renewable materials company Stora Enso is currently
working with dozens of projects around the world, many of which
are helping regenerate urban areas, and the growth in massive
engineered wood production has been noticeable for the firm. Last
summer, it reached the milestone of manufacturing more than
one million cubic metres of cross-laminated timber since its mills
began production in 2008.
Alongside this growing interest, digital tools are being introduced
to deal with some of the industry’s biggest challenges, including
operational efficiency and understanding of wood construction.
The industry is lagging behind when it comes to efficiency and
digitalisation, but applications such as building information
modelling (BIM) allow different disciplines to coordinate and
collaborate on 3D models, which can also include data of different
kinds from all interested parties.
This model can be shared, and the data gathered in the design
phase can be used at the construction site, during the building’s
lifetime and even at the end of its life. By using BIM, we can
also engineer massive wooden components that are smart: that
is, they can provide data that can be used actively, giving live
information about the performance of those products, including
the temperature or moisture content of a space. If an owner has this

kind of information then it’s easier for them to ensure optimum
maintenance of a building during its lifetime.
Stora Enso is meanwhile piloting radio-frequency identification
sensors that can provide basic information on the temperature and
moisture content of a wooden panel. The idea is that sensors could
send an early warning signal if moisture levels exceed a certain
point, enabling a building owner to avoid long-term damage and
ensure the quality of the materials so they can be re-used at the
end of life. It is also feasible that such sensors could be linked to
building fire safety and alarm systems.
In 2018, Stora Enso began collaborating with a digital start-up to
act as a research and development hub for new tools and services
that address the challenges and demands of the construction
industry. The results of this collaboration are already bearing fruit;
for example, an app called auratool has been developed that allows
users to hear the variation in acoustic quality between different
wall and floor constructions in real time.
The future will be about constructing buildings from renewable
materials, with data readily available to ensure that the same
materials can then be extensively re-used in a subsequent building.
This will help us go a long way to creating a circular economy at
a time when it’s most needed: minimising waste and pollution,
keeping natural products in use, and regenerating natural systems.
The sustainability argument is also one that is gaining more
interest from investors. There are short-term reasons for this,
in that wooden buildings are attractive for tenants: blue-chip
companies are often interested in the demonstrable health and
well-being benefits of working in a wooden space. But in the long
term, investors and tenants are also demanding buildings with
lower embodied carbon emissions, and wooden buildings give them
clear advantages in this regard.
With the addition of new digital tools, wooden buildings can now
be made so efficiently that the sustainability comes for free. In the
future, it’s hard to see a better alternative than a skyline made from
wood enhanced through digitalisation.
Matthew Linegar is director of research and development and product
management for building solutions at Stora Enso
matthew.linegar@storaenso.com
Related competencies include: Construction technology and
environmental services, Sustainability
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A disaster for
development
Disaster risk is threatening to undermine efforts to
implement the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals
Prof. Dilanthi Amaratunga, Prof. Richard Haigh and Martin Conlon

RICS’s UN Global Compact Communication
on Engagement report Fostering the
implementation of the Sustainable
Development Goals in land, construction,
real estate and infrastructure was published
in 2018, and shows how it is encouraging
implementation of the UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). It is doing so
by developing standards and promoting
their adoption, supporting cutting-edge
research, increasing capacity for sustainable
built environments, and enabling
community action (rics.org/unsusdev).
Nevertheless, disaster risk is threatening
to undermine these and other efforts to
achieve the SDGs. Economic losses from
natural hazards have been increasing in
recent decades, and this has primarily been
attributed to population and economic
growth in disaster-prone areas. But
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losses from natural hazards are expected
to increase due to a continued rise in
economic exposure, increasing hazard
frequency and intensity, and changing
patterns of exposure due to climate change.
If development and economic growth do
not take account of the risks they are not
sustainable, and this will undermine efforts
to build more resilient communities.
A 2018 study from the UN Office
for Disaster Risk Reduction found that,
between 1998 and 2017, climate-related and
geophysical disasters killed 1.3m people
and left a further 4.4bn injured, homeless,
displaced or in need of emergency
assistance (bit.ly/UNDRR-98-17). It also
revealed that, in the same period, countries
hit by disasters experienced direct
economic losses valued at $2.9tr, of which
climate-related disasters costed $2.2tr or

77 per cent of the total. This is up from 68
per cent, or $895bn, of total losses of $1.3tr
reported between 1978 and 1997. Overall,
reported losses from extreme weather
events rose by 151 per cent between these
two 20-year periods.
The figures and trends are alarming
enough, but many losses are difficult to
quantify, so the actual impact is much
worse. Reported economic losses mainly
reflect monetised direct damages to certain
assets, and the loss of human life or damage
to cultural heritage or ecosystem services
are not factored into the calculations.
For example, the replacement or market
value of a significant site and its buildings
would not take account of the social and
cultural meaning, or the services provided
to its community. Further impacts might
include the longer-term social and

economic effects on productivity, education
or health.
It is also important to recognise that the
impacts of such hazards are also not evenly
distributed. For disasters since 2000, the
UN study revealed that in low-income
countries an average of 130 people died
per million living in disaster-affected
areas, compared to just 18 in high-income
countries. That means that people exposed
to natural hazards in the poorest nations
were more than seven times more likely
to die than equivalent populations in the
richest nations.
While absolute economic losses tend to
be concentrated in high-income countries,
economic losses are much higher among
low- and lower-middle-income countries
as a proportion of GDP. This is having
devastating consequences for their future
development and undermining their efforts
to achieve the SDGs, in particular the
eradication of poverty.
Alongside the global ambition for
sustainable development and greenhouse
gas emission reductions expressed by
the UN, RICS and other bodies, there
is widespread recognition that we need
to accelerate the implementation of the
UN’s Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk
Reduction 2015–30. This global plan
aims to reduce disaster losses by lowering
risk levels, avoiding the creation of new
risks and managing those that cannot be
eliminated. Sendai Framework target (c)
seeks to ‘reduce direct disaster economic
loss in relation to global gross domestic
product by 2030’ (bit.ly/UNSendai).
The land, construction and real-estate
sectors represent more than half of global
wealth, and are also prominent in terms of
their impact on the health and well-being
of people and the environment. When parts
of the built environment are damaged or
destroyed, society’s ability to function –
economically and socially – is severely
disrupted. But the protective characteristics
of the built environment also offer an
important way of reducing risks, thereby
preventing a disaster.
The US-based Multi-hazard Mitigation
Council concluded in a 2017 study that
every $1 the government spends to
make existing buildings more resistant

to wildfires, earthquakes, floods and
hurricanes, $6 is saved in property losses,
business interruption and health problems.
It also found that for every $1 spent to
exceed building codes and make structures
more hazard-resistant, $4 would be saved,
and that over the next 75 years, these
measures could prevent 600 deaths, 1m
injuries and 4,000 cases of post-traumatic
stress disorder (bit.ly/MMCnathazmit).
But what level of mitigation is required?
In the past year we have seen extreme
flooding across Europe, wildfires on
unprecedented scales in Australia,
California and Brazil, prolonged drought and
heavy rains in Central America, and many
other weather-related phenomena. Extreme
weather events displaced a record 7m
people from their homes during the first six
months of 2019, a figure that made the year
likely to be one of the most disastrous in
almost two decades even before Hurricane
Dorian made landfall in the Bahamas.
There are also indications that the
climate is shifting rapidly in many parts
of the globe. In the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change’s various reports,
scientists predict that the long-term effects
of climate change will include a decrease
in sea ice and an increase in permafrost
thawing, an increase in heat waves and
heavy precipitation, and decreased water
resources in semi-arid regions. When
planning for future building stock and
attempting to mitigate disaster risk, it will
be important not to rely solely on historical
data, but to take these predictions into
account as well.
Disaster risk reduction is an intrinsic
part of sustainable development. Indeed,
in 2017, the UN secretary-general’s
special representative for disaster risk
reduction Robert Glasser asserted that ‘it’s
inconceivable that we’ll achieve the SDGs if
we don’t get a handle on reducing disaster
risk, including climate risk’.
Targets under SDG 11 on cities and under
SDG 9 on building resilient infrastructure
reaffirm the relationship between disaster
risk reduction and sustainable development.
Building and rebuilding better through
proper design, construction and retrofitting
to withstand hazards will also contribute to
achieving SDG 9.

It will be important to capitalise on
links with related aspects of construction
such as green building, security and safety,
identifying synergies and exploiting
efficiencies. But constructing a barrier
against the elements does not imply that
a building will perform well in energy and
water conservation, or be secure from
accidental or deliberate damage; likewise, a
green or secure building may not withstand
extreme weather events. Communities
concerned with building their resilience
may also have a greater interest in buildings
that use renewable energy, make less of
a drain on available resources and help
manage stormwater run-off.
If we are to take advantage of such
potential synergies and efficiencies, and in
doing so address the complex challenges
associated with disaster risk, the role of
the built environment professional will
need to change. This signals the importance
of rethinking types of knowledge and
competency that will be needed across the
land, construction and real-estate sectors
so they can contribute towards the aims
of the Sendai Framework and other global
agreements on sustainability, climate
change and development.
The study Mainstreaming disaster
resilience in the construction process:
Professional education for a resilient built
environment, published by the University of
Huddersfield in 2017, has identified the key
knowledge gaps on disaster risk reduction
among land, construction and real-estate
professionals (bit.ly/Maindisres). RICS is
working with the university’s researchers to
examine ways to embed this knowledge in
the professional development of members.
Prof. Dilanthi Amaratunga FRICS and Prof.
Richard Haigh are co-directors of the Global
Disaster Resilience Centre at the University of
Huddersfield d.amaratunga@hud.ac.uk
r.haigh@hud.ac.uk
Martin Conlon is a director at Assent Building
Control and former chairman of the RICS
Building Control Professional Group Board
martinconlon2@btinternet.com
Related competencies include:
Sustainability
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Shaped by athletics
The International Olympic Committee’s Olympic House in Switzerland has secured
the highest environmental accreditation thanks to its sustainability

Mahesh Ramanujam

When you consider an athlete’s movement – fluid and continuous
– there wouldn’t seem to be any correlation with the structure of a
building. But approaching Olympic House in Lausanne, Switzerland,
you’ll notice the green base of the building blends in with its
surroundings, creating a seamless connection with the natural
world around it.
As you enter, you’ll observe that the design of its central
staircase echoes the shape of the Olympic rings and encourages
the movement of the people inside. It is a well-thought-out
design that represents the excellence it celebrates in athletes. That
commitment earned the building a platinum rating, the highest for
green building under the Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design programme (LEED).
But Olympic House is also one of the most breathtaking
buildings I’ve seen. I have the honour of serving as president and
chief executive of the US Green Building Council (USGBC) – the
organisation behind LEED, which is the most widely used green
building rating system in the world. By providing a framework for
creating healthful, highly efficient and cost-saving buildings, it’s a
globally recognised symbol of sustainability achievement.
In June 2018, I experienced the completed Olympic House first
hand at its opening while presenting the International Olympic
Committee (IOC) with its LEED plaque. Not only does this space
embody what the Olympics stand for, but it also affirms the IOC’s
commitment to health and sustainability through the meticulous
measures it has taken to meet rigorous LEED standards.
LEED requires that regularly occupied spaces provide access to
outdoor views and natural daylight, which occupants of Olympic
House enjoy, as well as good air quality, temperature control and
acoustic performance. On top of that, special efforts were made to
choose ergonomic furniture and sustainable materials throughout
24 Journal April/May 2020

the building. True to the Olympic spirit, the building promotes
active and ecological mobility, with 135 bicycle spaces, employee
subsidies for sustainable transportation, chargers for electric cars
and a hydrogen fuelling station. Of course, the IOC promotes
sporting and active lifestyles, so occupants are encouraged to use
dedicated spaces such as the large gym or, more generally, take the
staircase to get from one level to another.
From the earliest stages, the project worked with existing
materials from local communities, crushing concrete from former
administration buildings on site for re-use in the foundations of the
new building. More than 95 per cent of the previous headquarters
was re-used or recycled, and 80 per cent of construction money
was spent with local companies, contributing to the development of
local competencies.
As part of USGBC’s Living Standard campaign, we’ve been
helping those outside the green building community understand
the positive impact such buildings can have on occupants’ health
and well-being. We already know about the life-changing and even
life-saving benefits of green buildings; but how do we get everyone
to understand that the spaces they occupy affect them in a very
basic way? By sharing our experiences and speaking about the
spaces we build in terms of their tangible benefits for occupants, we
can help move the needle. And Olympic House is a living example
of what we’re pushing so hard to do. The story of Olympic House –
its design, its commitment to sustainability and its huge emphasis
on human health and wellness – is one to be celebrated and shared.
Mahesh Ramanujam is president and chief executive officer at USGBC
mramanujam@usgbc.org
Related competencies include: Sustainability
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Olympic House has been designed to create a seamless
connection with the natural world around it
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Joining up
the dots
A building passport could operate as a single point for all the
information associated with a building throughout its life cycle

Ursula Hartenberger and Fabrizio Varriale

For years, the lack of data collection, storage
and sharing practices has been a barrier to
ensuring efficient, modern construction
and real estate. Repeated collection of
missing or unreliable information causes
delays and extra costs in the real-estate life
cycle. Where data is unavailable, it affects
decision-making about the economic,
social and environmental performance of
buildings, and contributes to a continuing
lack of transparency. The advance of
digitalisation means awareness of the value
of data has increased among organisations,
but there remains a lack of standardisation,
validation and sharing practices.
The idea of a platform that enables and
standardises collection, storage and sharing
of building-related data has emerged as a
response to these issues. Generally referred
to as the building passport or property log
book, this provides a digital identity for
buildings in a controlled and protected
environment, like digital medical records.

Though not a new concept, its full
potential has not been realised. The
building passport can be a single point of
input, access and visualisation for all the
information associated with a building’s
life cycle; it can enable data transfer, so
specific stakeholders can retain control over
access to sensitive information. Virtually
all building-related information can either
be stored on the platform or located in
separate storage, accessible by a secure link.
Although the building passport overlaps
conceptually with the digital twin, the
latter focuses on the operation of buildings
through direct interaction in real time via
the internet of things. The passport, while
less dynamic, provides a long-term identity
and more information for the building.
From a global perspective, differences
between countries in terms of construction
and property regulations, building
stock conditions and uptake of digital
technologies require the building passport

The building passport can be a single
point of input, access and visualisation
of all the information associated with a
building’s life cycle

to be flexible and adaptable to the local
context. Large-scale roll-out of the
building passport would mean significant
cost savings, increased efficiency, greater
transparency, and better decision-making
and risk mitigation for stakeholders. It
could also reduce delays in real-estate
transactions, as the University of Oxford
report The future of real estate transactions
indicates (bit.ly/Fut-re-trans).
Several issues must be resolved to enable
such a roll-out, though, particularly in
relation to data management practices –
namely, the need for standards for data
recording and exchange, clear protocols
for data ownership and protection, and
processes for data validation. RICS
initiatives on data standards can clearly
help to address these issues.
Many existing initiatives are related to
the building passport concept, including:
••Australian pilot for an electronic
building passport
••Dutch Madaster platform
••energy performance certificates
••EU-funded projects – Individual Building
Renovation Roadmaps and Buildings As
Material Banks – and feasibility study on a
European building renovation passport
••Flemish Woningpas
••French Passeport Efficacite Énergetique
••UK Home Information Pack.
RICS is leading Work Group 5 of
the Global Alliance for Buildings and
Construction, which is developing
guidelines for building passport schemes
across the world (bit.ly/GABCwg5). It is also
working with the UK Ministry of Housing,
Communities & Local Government and the
industry-led homebuying and selling group
to explore the role of RICS standards in
collecting detailed upfront information, in a
new digital approach to buyers’ and sellers’
information for residential properties. A
pilot publication is scheduled for later this
year, with a UK property log book scheme
to follow.
Ursula Hartenberger is head of global
sustainability and Fabrizio Varriale is a
global research assistant at RICS
uhartenberger@rics.org fvarriale@rics.org
Related competencies: Sustainability
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Mistaken
indemnity
Surveyors should be alert for any clauses in their contracts
that may widen their responsibilities or liabilities

Alexandra Anderson

While a surveyor will hope to include terms in any contract that
limit the scope or value of any claims that might be brought against
them, clients will often seek to include terms in the retainer that
have the effect of increasing the surveyor’s liability.
In the absence of any contractual term to the contrary, the
standard a professional is expected to achieve when acting for a
client is generally that of a reasonably competent member of their
profession, which requires them to exercise reasonable skill and
care in carrying out the work they have agreed to perform.
On occasion, surveyors may be asked to agree to contractual
terms that impose a wider obligation than such skill and care.
Surveyors need to be alive to this and to the problems such
clauses can cause and, where possible, they should refuse to agree
to such terms. These clauses include warranties, that is promises
to achieve a particular outcome; indemnities, which are promises
to compensate the other party for any and all losses suffered; and
collateral warranties, or promises to those not party to the original
contract, such as future owners or funders.
A salutary lesson in the dangers of clauses under which a
professional agrees to achieve a particular outcome is provided
by MT Højgaard v E.On Climate & Renewables [2017] UKSC 59.
This case considered whether a contractor that had designed and
installed the foundations for two offshore wind farms was liable for
the failure of those foundations. The contract incorporated terms
from a number of documents, including the relevant international
26 Journal April/May 2020

standard relating to the design of offshore wind turbines.
Significantly, it also included a clause under which the parties
agreed that the design of the foundations would ensure a lifetime
of 20 years, and another that required the design of the foundations
to be prepared in accordance with the applicable international
standard DNV-OS-J101.
Højgaard designed the foundations in accordance with the
standard. Unfortunately, and unknown to anyone at the time, there
was an error in one of the formulae in J101. This meant that the
foundations as designed were not as strong as Højgaard believed
them to be, causing their early failure. The necessary remedial
works cost €26.25m and the court had to decide whether this cost
fell for Højgaard’s account or for E.On’s.
In determining this issue, the Supreme Court found that
Højgaard had not been negligent when designing the foundations
because it had properly prepared the design in accordance with J101.
Nevertheless, it found that Højgaard was liable for the cost of the
remedial works because the contract required the foundations to
have a design lifetime of 20 years, which they clearly did not. The
fact that this failure was caused by the error in J101 did not excuse
Højgaard; essentially, under the terms of the contract its liability for
the defective design was absolute and E.On did not need to show
that Højgaard had been negligent to succeed in its claim.
A surveyor who agrees to achieve a particular outcome, or
warrants that such an outcome will be achieved, may face similar
problems to those Højgaard encountered. Such provisions may
lead to consequences that the surveyor did not intend; they may
effectively end up guaranteeing the project and being liable for
any remedial works even if they have exercised all reasonable skill
and care in carrying out their duties. They may also result in the
surveyor having to pay significantly greater damages than they
would if the claim were simply for failing to exercise reasonable
skill and care. In the worst-case scenario, the surveyor may
find that the damages they have to pay exceed the limit of their
professional indemnity insurance (PII), meaning they are then
personally liable for part of the damages payable to the client.
Indemnities can also result in a surveyor facing extended
liabilities to a client. Occasionally, a client may ask a surveyor
to indemnify them against any losses they may suffer as a result
of the surveyor’s work. If the surveyor agrees to this, they may
end up being liable for types of loss for which they would not
be responsible if their liability arose solely from a breach of
the obligation to take reasonable skill and care. For example, it
is a well-established rule that, if a particular type of loss was
not contemplated by the parties when they signed the contract,
it cannot be recovered through a claim for breach of contract.
However, if the surveyor has agreed to provide an indemnity then
the client can recover any losses caused by a breach of contract,
whether those were contemplated by the parties at the time they
signed the contract or not.
Indemnities can also cause problems in terms of limitation,
because the breach of an obligation to indemnify may not arise
until some time after the surveyor has carried out the work,
particularly where liabilities that the client incurs to a third

The breach of an
obligation to indemnify
may not arise until some
time after the surveyor
has carried out the work

party are covered. In such a case, the cause of action for breach
of indemnity will not arise until the client’s liability to the third
party has been ascertained, which could be several years after
the activities of the surveyor that gave rise to it. This extends
the period during which the surveyor may be called on to make a
payment under the indemnity, and may create uncertainty for the
surveyor and their insurers in calculating how much must be paid.
The risks attached to collateral warranties are numerous, and a full
discussion of them is beyond the scope of this article; but among
other things they put the surveyor at risk of liability to parties to
whom they would not otherwise have been liable, and of multiple
claims arising out of the one negligent act.
The issues identified above are good reasons in themselves
for a surveyor to decline to agree to these sorts of provisions,
wherever possible. But a more compelling reason is that these
types of contractual liability may be excluded from cover under the
surveyor’s PII. While the cover provided under the current RICS
Minimum Terms is broader now than it was in previous versions,
some contractual liabilities are still excluded by exclusion 4 of
those terms.
A surveyor should carefully consider whether cover is excluded
for any liabilities they are being asked to assume, after discussing
matters with their broker as necessary. If it is, they should decline
to accept the provision imposing that liability. Where the client
appreciates that any claim they might make under the provision
will not be covered by the surveyor’s insurance, they will be more
likely not to insist on its inclusion in the contract: after all, it is in
neither party’s interest for the surveyor to have no insurance for
any claim the client might wish to make against them.
Alexandra Anderson is a partner at Reynolds Porter Chamberlain
alexandra.anderson@rpic.co.uk
Related competencies include: Client care, Ethics, Rules of
Conduct and professionalism
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Tailored
tech
RICS brought together thought leaders
to discuss how the hurdles in adopting
property technology might be cleared
Craig Ross

The potential of property technology –
proptech – in construction is undeniable,
and there have been many surveys and
reports showing that businesses operating
in the sector see technological changes as an
opportunity to become significantly more
efficient and productive. Innovations such
as 3D modelling and building information
modelling (BIM) yield benefits now widely
realised in the new-build sector, and it is
common to read articles citing the many
advantages of proptech while peddling
the urgency of adopting it to maintain a
competitive edge.
But what is the situation with existing
stock? Feedback from surveyors working
on such buildings shows there are still
many reservations about how the high-level
benefits of proptech can be adopted, beyond
simple survey applications. There seems to
be a long way to go before existing building
stock can enjoy the same technology
28 Journal April/May 2020

benefits as new build. To test this
hypothesis, RICS invited a range of industry
thought leaders to a proptech leaders forum
in November, to canvass their opinions on
the hurdles we face in adopting technology
in the existing building sector and what
looks likely for the future.
The event started with a series of
presentations showcasing the way
technology has been successfully adopted
in various existing building scenarios. The
Department for Education provided details
of how KyKloud survey software was used
to streamline and standardise condition
surveys for 22,000 schools in England
and Wales, and was critical in maintaining
consistency in data collection and analysis
across a huge sample (bit.ly/DfE-CDC).
Hollis then discussed its use of drones to
collect rich site data, and how it has been
addressing the challenges of analysing,
storing and presenting the vast data

sets that suit its clients (see also Built
Environment Journal November/December
2019, p.5). The next presentation, from
Charles Russel Speechlys, looked at the
acceleration of technological developments
in property, and the effects on partnership
opportunities, construction techniques, data
security and leasing. The firm offered an
interesting legal perspective on how gains
can be made from technological advances.
Askporter then gave a presentation on
how it has adopted artificial intelligence in
the property management market, using
a digital assistant to relieve the burden
of multiple management tasks. Demand
Logic talked about how climate change is
influencing building technology, and its
own successful implementation of energy
performance monitoring software in some
large existing portfolios where it found a
gap between certified and actual energy
performance (see also Built Environment

Journal February/March, pp.20–21). VINCI
Facilities then concluded the presentations
with an overview of how technology,
including BIM, has been used to great effect
in providing smart facilities management
systems and workplace services.
These diverse applications show the way
that technology can be successfully adopted
in existing building stock. But why is there
still a perception of hesitation? What are
the remaining barriers to adoption, and
what lessons can be learned from the
successful integration of technology?
It was apparent from the presentations
that some tailoring is necessary to adopt
technology successfully. This tends to be
more important in existing stock, or where
processes already in place are too complex
to bend to a rigid application. The more
the software can be tailored to surveyors’
or clients’ needs, therefore, the more
successfully it will be integrated.
High-resolution heritage
Flexible software was considered especially
important for work on heritage buildings,
where survey requirements can vary
considerably and off-the-shelf applications
are less likely to satisfy. High-resolution 3D
scanning was thought to have significant
potential in this area, with the recent
restoration of Notre Dame in Paris following
a fire being cited as a good example. Such
scanning could either be used to create
a record of historic properties for future
generations to enjoy or to help with repair
liabilities in listed buildings, for example.
The potential for proptech in heritage was
thought to be vast, but only providing it can
be tailored to the complexities of the work.
Turning to applications in more modern
stock, it was acknowledged that BIM
is still not fully employed even in new
builds, typically only adopted where it is
either mandated by the client, for example
on government projects, or in larger
developments when all parties can provide
and use the modelling information in the
specified format.
The major challenge for BIM is
undoubtedly in existing buildings. Although
scanning the visible, physical parts to create
3D point-cloud data is becoming more
efficient and affordable, we must bear in

There are still many reservations about
how the high-level benefits of proptech
might be adopted, beyond simple
survey applications

mind that this is only creating the model
part of BIM: there is still a need to populate
it with information, the materials, services,
assets, documents and so on that are often
lost or incomplete in the as-built data set.
To avoid inadvertently reducing the pool of
service providers, it is worth considering
that the model has to be useable or
adaptable by, say, smaller contractors and
consultants, which may have little intention
of investing in or devoting time to use 3D
modelling software.
Poor adoption was found where
technology was being used as a mere
like-for-like replacement of an existing
survey process – for example, effectively
as a substitute for paper documentation.
It was noted that a short-sighted use of
technology in this way can lead a surveyor
down a particular route that is difficult to
abandon, which then stems the potential
uses of survey data. It is therefore beneficial
to look beyond just the data collection
process and think about what can be
done with the information, and how both
surveyor and client can benefit from an
analytical process.
Further adoption issues relate to
integration with other systems, for example
building sensors, computer-aided facilities
management or the building management
system. These issues are likely to be
addressed as part of the natural move
toward using BIM levels 2 and 3, creating
digital twins, accurately recording materials
and components and the way these are
repaired or replaced over time before re-use
(see also p.19 of this issue). In these areas,

more detailed information will be required,
and will be expected to be maintained and
updated over a building’s lifetime.
However, it will again be difficult to
adopt this vision in existing buildings,
and whether current systems might talk
to proposed new technology or become
obsolete has to be considered.
The term proptech can ironically also be
a barrier in itself when contemplating the
use of technology in property, due to its
inherently generic nature. This ambiguity
might also affect consideration of a
particular application or a realistic return
on investment when more granular detail
would be valuable.
Interestingly, the consensus at the
forum was that the word proptech is
now a bit out of date, having been used
to convey the unfamiliar message of
technological innovations in property to
an older generation, who have worked with
traditional processes. It was also felt that
the use of the term will possibly phase
out naturally as a younger generation of
surveyors come into the profession with
prior understanding of the high-level
benefits technology offers.
There is still a long way to go in using
technology in existing buildings, but the
key to progression may lie in ditching the
proptech tag and instead focusing on the
specificity of tailored applications while
demonstrating good practice and successful
case studies to emulate.
Craig Ross MRICS is RICS associate director
of the built environment cross@rics.org
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Pushing the
envelope
Building-integrated photovoltaics offer an effective way to generate
electricity and replace conventional construction materials – though
to realise their potential, the building and energy sectors need
greater understanding of the products and their uses

Dr Rebecca Jing Yang
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Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates recently mentioned on LinkedIn
that the world will effectively be building another New York
city every month for the next 40 years. Construction on such a
huge scale raises concerns about carbon emissions in building
development and operation, and Gates thinks that reducing the
embodied energy in building materials and energy use in operation
would be two ways that the sector could take action.
Among all the options he proposes, incorporating solar panels
into the building envelope is one of the most promising. Such
building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPV) can be used to replace
conventional materials in, for instance, the roof, skylights and
facades. Unlike other distributed renewable technologies, the
PV modules become construction elements while also providing
building protection, aesthetic value, thermal comfort and electricity.
According to a Swiss study, BIPV can reduce the life-cycle
greenhouse gas emissions of a building by between seven and nine
per cent, and the total environmental impacts by nine to ten per
cent (treeze.ch). The latest costings from Danish BIPV company
Ennogie estimate USS$135/m2 with a typical roof-integrated
thin-film BIPV system, which converts 12 per cent of solar energy
received into electricity; while Chinese BIPV company Helios
estimates around US$115/m2 with a roof-integrated silicon PV
system of 18 per cent efficiency. As well as being economically
feasible, the systems are easily installed by a specialist.
From an aesthetic perspective, colourful PV panels can also
be suitable for a range of building designs, as well as satisfying
most of the building market’s needs. Costs will soon be cheaper
still because global PV firms such as Sunman and Hanergy have
invested significant resources in BIPV. Many BIPV projects have
been developed on residential, commercial, industrial, educational
and historic buildings, especially in Europe, and the report BIPV
Technologies and Markets: 2015–2022 forecasts that the technology
will represent 13 per cent of the PV market in two years’ time.
In some countries, though, uptake is relatively slow in
comparison to rooftop PV; for example, less than 1MW of BIPV
was installed in Australia in 2016, which is significantly less than
the roof-mounted capacity in the country, which totals 780MW.
Furthermore, as a product that affects the work of all professionals
from design to construction and operation stages, BIPV use
is regulated by building and construction standards; however,
awareness of BIPV products and standards is limited because of
information gaps in and between the PV and building sectors.
In 2019, my research team interviewed 102 stakeholders in the
Australian building and PV sectors, and in September the findings
were published in the report Cost reduction and deployment of
prefabricated building-integrated photovoltaics, commissioned by the
RICS Research Trust (rics.org/bipvresearch). The main aim of the
study was to explore building professionals’ current concerns about
using BIPV products, and BIPV manufacturers’ major marketing
hurdles. The key concerns we found relate to the accessibility

of product information, compliance with building codes, and
economic value. We also compared 27 popular PV design software
products and apps: none had been developed specifically for BIPV,
and none can address these concerns easily.
Building owners and surveyors need to understand the value and
quality of BIPV products at the concept design stage, well before
detailed design, because the technology requires substantially more
capital investment than rooftop PV and the initial building design
can affect cost and energy generation significantly. Detailed designs
do not allow the major changes necessary to incorporate BIPV
and the report proposes to treat it as a prefabricated active solar
building element, with a comprehensive design stage so insights
from PV and building consultants can inform product manufacture.
Since most BIPV products are pieces of prefabricated facade
with PV inside them manufactured in Europe and China, quality
assurance becomes a hurdle when selling them on a new market.
The flammable cladding issue has also drawn a lot of attention in
Australia, and remains a concern for such products. Beyond this,
a BIPV product needs to be certified by national accreditation
bodies from both building and electrical sides, and its long-term
performance must be monitored and validated.
Our research team is therefore applying blockchain technology
to check and monitor quality in prefabrication and installation, and
developing a database of BIPV products and standards to inform
global manufacturers on relevant regulations in Australia. BIPV
products usually conform to the International Electrotechnical
Commission and ISO standards; however, the lack of specific BIPV
standards in most countries makes dealing with local building codes
a complicated task. BIPV differs from other cladding materials,
especially in terms of wiring, and the detailed requirements for
installing it are beyond the expertise of PV specialists.
The International Energy Agency Photovoltaic Power Systems
Programme (IEA PVPS) Task 15 includes more than 60 academic
and industry experts from 17 countries, and is endeavouring to
accelerate the BIPV market. Several reports are available from
phase 1 of this task (bit.ly/IEA-PVPS). Phase 2 began in January, will
run for the next four years and aims to understand the technical
innovation process, learn from current installations, develop
industry guidelines, digitise project modelling and assessment, and
research product characterisation methods.
BIPV will not totally replace roof-mounted PV, but targets a
separate market segment with its unique benefits. Collaborations
between all BIPV stakeholders, across the PV, energy, building and
regulatory sectors, will enhance product and standards awareness
and help develop cost-effective approaches. IEA PVPS Task 15 and
my team both welcome all collaboration to enable wider uptake.

The Copenhagen International School building in
Denmark is an example of the successful use of BIPV

Related competencies include: Sustainability
Further information: bit.ly/RMIT-SEAL

Dr Rebecca Jing Yang is a senior lecturer and director of the Solar
Energy Application Laboratory at the School of Property, Construction
and Project Management, RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia
rebecca.yang@rmit.edu.au
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Keeping the
building afloat
Repairs to the 19th-century boathouse at Belton House followed informed
conservation principles to honour the work of its original builders
Paul Wankiewicz

The boathouse at Belton House is one of
only two surviving examples in the UK
of a rustic stickwork construction, and
over the years has fallen into substantial
disrepair. In 1984, it was put into the care
of the National Trust when the organisation
was gifted Belton House by the Brownlow
family. Belton House is grade I listed, while
the gardens and parkland and the boathouse
are listed at grade I and grade II respectively.
The date of the boathouse’s construction
is unclear, but a vernacular building
survey estimates it at around 1840. It
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is constructed of rustic timber logs and
stickwork timber infill panels over a
brick plinth with ashlar coping, and was
originally finished with a fish-scale-tiled
roof. A contemporary painting by Sophia
Cust – who painted many watercolours of
the interior and exterior of her family home
– has been used to inform the conservation
and restoration.
The trust monitored the building
and, on seeing an accelerated decline,
decided to repair it. The condition of the
boathouse reached a critical point as the

foundations and footings were found to
have been eroded by the river. Meanwhile,
the wing walls had collapsed as tree roots
sought moisture, putting pressure on the
supporting walls, and compromising the
connection between the brickwork, plinth
stones and timber posts, with resultant loss
of the lateral and diagonal bracing.
The posts were connected to the stones
with tenons into stone mortices, and
the tenons had deteriorated, causing the
structure to rotate. A labyrinth of bracing
and raking shores was therefore introduced
for support and to try to arrest any collapse
(see photo, top right). The corrugated iron
roof had been added in the 1970s, replacing
a bull-nose Westmorland slate roof that
had given the impression of fish scales.
A single panel of the original rusticated
stickwork side walls remained in situ.

Building conservation

Repairs

A considered approach
Although the building was simple in form
and construction, its restoration had to
be of the highest standard, achieved by
following informed conservation principles.
BS 7913: 2013 Guide to the Conservation
of Historic Buildings was used throughout
the process and all decision-making. A
design and access statement was produced,
along with targeted surveys of archaeology,
ecology, arboriculture and structure.
The heritage impact assessment then
evaluated the proposed repairs and their
impact on the boathouse’s significance.
With the evidence of the original materials
and the arrangement of construction quite
clear, it was decided that conservation that
kept modern interventions hidden but well
documented would be of the most benefit.
Although the boathouse construction
seems simple, the quality of the original
work is obvious; the challenge was
therefore to replicate this and the subtle
detailing in all the interventions, while
also ensuring structural stability. Several
proposals were discussed before the team
decided on invisible structural repairs that
would respect the original construction’s
simplicity, rather than introducing visible
steelwork and straining wires that would
detract from it.
The project team included the National
Trust’s direct labour craft teams, who
would undertake the work, while staff from
Clumber Park repaired the carpentry and
Hardwick Hall Masons the stonework and
brickwork. Selected external contractors
then installed the coffer dam, a temporary
structure used to exclude water from the
working area, and removed the silt from the
boathouse, while others carried out slating
and blacksmithing.
Structural repairs
The main structural repairs we chose to
undertake included:
••installation of a porta dam; that is, a small
coffer dam
••desilting of the boat dock
••rebuilding and conserving the brickwork
••resetting and repairing the stone plinths
••providing structural connectivity for
all components
••repairs to posts and a replacement post

Top: Raking shores supporting the structure, north elevation. Above: Brickwork repaired, with stone
copings reset. Left: View of the completed boathouse from the River Witham

••reinstatement of the horizontal rails
and stickwork
••structural repairs to the roof
••re-slating
••new cast-iron gutters
••reinstating the weathervanes.
Once the boat dock was dewatered some
45 tonnes of silt was removed, having
accumulated over many years. This revealed
a clay floor and exposed the extent of the
brickwork repairs required. Trenches were
dug by hand around the perimeter of the
building to relieve the pressure on the walls,
identifying numerous tree roots that were
pushing against them and fibrous roots in
search of moisture (see photo, above).
Following consultation with the
arboriculturist, the roots were protected
by wrapping them in hessian and keeping
them damp while they were exposed during
installation of a barrier behind the walls.
The next task was to provide a structural
scaffold from which to lift the roof

vertically and allow it to slide back into a
vertical position and be lowered on to the
repaired and reset posts. The scaffold not
only provided the structural elements to lift
the roof but also beams allowing the stone
copings to be lifted and placed in the boat
dock for repair and resetting.
Sections of the brickwork were rebuilt
and repaired where necessary. Surprisingly,
it was in relatively good condition below
the water line, only requiring replacement
of around 150 bricks of the roughly 8,000
that made up the structure. Both the north
and south wing walls required rebuilding in
their entirety, and in the dewatering process
one of the missing curved plinth stones was
recovered from the river and reinstated.
Repairs to the posts were assessed
and new timber was introduced where
necessary, being profiled to each post. To
ensure structural integrity between the
posts and plinth stones, the former were
worked to accept a 316-grade stainless steel
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shoe, cruciform in profile, secured with
four 500mm stainless steel-threaded bar
fixings, resin fixed to the brickwork and
stone copings. This provided the structural
connection between the brickwork,
stone copings and the timber posts, an
intervention designed so that none of the
stainless steel supports would be visible.
The end grain of the base of each
timber post was sealed to prevent water
ingress, which had contributed to the
previous decay. The posts were found to be
connected to the roof wall plate with pegged
mortice and tenon joints; these connections
were strengthened with a hidden metal
shoe, and those on the water edge also had
large coach bolts introduced.
The roof was in sufficiently good
condition that it did not need dismantling.
The structural engineer advised, however,
that the two collared trusses required
strengthening, which was done by
introducing supplementary rafters and
collars that matched the existing ones.
Leaving the roof in place was beneficial
as it protected the work beneath from the
elements. Once the brickwork and copings
were reset and the posts were repositioned
and set true, the roof was manoeuvred back
into the vertical position and lowered back
on to the posts.
The next stage was to fit the horizontal
rails and reintroduce the stickwork, which
gave substantial lateral and diagonal
restraint to the structure. Indeed, one of
the main reasons that the original structure
had failed was that these elements had been
removed, causing the posts to rack on the
foundations – that is, the structure pushed
out at the roof level – so the top of the
posts had to be brought back to a vertical
position with the base stone copings.

Stickwork passing through the posts and rails

When dealing with the stickwork we
followed the natural flow of each piece,
which required accurate execution to ensure
the stickwork met and continued through
the posts and rails into the next panel.
Each joint was scribed with a saddle joint
where it intersected with its corresponding
stickwork. If timbers passed each other they
were secured with stainless steel fixings.
The most difficult elements of this work
involved introducing the curved stickwork
to the curved wing walls forming the
quadrant that curved the opposite way, and
making them secure (see photo, above).
The corrugated iron roof was removed
and replaced with green Vermont bull-nose
slates to give a fish-scale appearance with
mitred hips. The ridge was finished off with
scalloped leadwork to match the slates.
The two weathervanes were commissioned
based on both the design in the Cust
painting and other vanes on the Belton
estate. The vane, pointer and sphere were
gilded with the remainder of the ironwork,
which had been painted matt black. Several
visits were made to the blacksmith’s
shop during fabrication to ensure that the
detailing to the weathervanes was correct
and that each was perfectly balanced.

The challenge was to replicate the
quality of the original work and the subtle
detailing in all the interventions while
also ensuring structural stability
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Conservation philosophy
Undertaking the conservation repairs
on this dilapidated structure not only
exemplified quality work, but provided
a great opportunity to disseminate
conservation principles, working with all
the skilled trades on this project.
The joiner in the team was an apprentice
from the National Trust, and the work
he did on the project enabled him to
understand the philosophy behind the
repairs by taking part in discussions –
conservation work can be very subjective,
and it is vital that all project workers can
express their views – as well as allowing
him practical experience.
The project emphasised the importance
of providing training that allows apprentices
to develop a broad range of conservation
skills. One option may be to provide
longer apprenticeships than are currently
offered by the sector, giving apprentices an
opportunity to learn conservation principles
and techniques.
Such schemes would enhance the
strength of qualifications and skill sets, and
employers should offer suitable financial
remuneration – the kind of remuneration
that complements the privilege of working
on some of the finest traditional buildings
in the country.
Paul Wankiewicz is a senior building surveyor
at the National Trust
paul.wankiewicz@nationaltrust.org.uk
Related competencies include:
Conservation and restoration
Building conservation accreditation
competencies include: Construction
techniques, Diagnosis of defects
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Putting it
all together
Surveyors compiling a reinstatement cost assessment
need to take a range of factors into consideration
Jack Holland

Reinstatement cost assessments (RCAs), which estimate the
anticipated cost of reconstructing a building for insurance purposes
in the event of substantial damage or total loss, can be seen by
some as a bolt-on to technical due diligence reports. However, they
need the same attention to detail on site and in the office because
the financial consequences of under- or over-assessment can be
significant. Furthermore, a qualified building surveyor’s expertise is
essential in producing an accurate RCA that is fit for purpose.
In February 2018, RICS published the third edition of its
Reinstatement cost assessment of buildings guidance note setting out
good practice in this process (rics.org/rcabuildings). A number of key
points from this are set out below, relating to the following areas:
••instructions and information gathering
••reviewing information and compiling assessment
••building costs
••conservation, materials and regulations
••reporting.
Instructions and information gathering
Once terms of business and the scope of services are agreed, it is
crucial that surveyors gather as much information as possible so
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they understand the extent of the property being assessed. Relevant
information to support this may include as-built drawings and
licences for alteration; these are particularly useful in identifying
tenant fit-out works, which are often excluded from assessment.
An area schedule with the gross internal area (GIA)/International
Property Measurement Standard (IPMS) 2, or as-built plans that
can be scaled up may be useful as well. However, it is advisable that
the surveyor takes sufficient site measurements to cross-check the
areas provided, or to calculate them if no information is available.
Although it may seem obvious, it is also important that the
client is aware when instructing the surveyor that an RCA is not a
market valuation.
Reviewing information and compiling assessment
Most buildings in the UK are insured on what is commonly known
as the day-one reinstatement basis, so called because it reflects
the likely cost of reconstructing the property the day after it is
damaged or destroyed.
The assessment is based on the declared value, which,
because it doesn’t take the age or condition of the building into
account, allows claims to be settled on a new-for-old basis. The

declared value should therefore be an assessment of the probable
construction cost in the open market, together with allowances for
demolition, professional and statutory fees.
The declared value will not typically include a percentage uplift
for inflation, which would account for reinstatement being required
at any point during the insured year, so the insurers then add an
inflation provision to arrive at the total day-one reinstatement
figure. This provision takes into account the likely increase
in construction costs over the period for designing, planning,
tendering and actual reconstruction.
Unless significant alterations are made to the property, it is
recommended that RCAs are given an annual desktop review to
reflect changes in inflation, with a full reassessment every three
years. It is fundamental that the anticipated timescales for redesign
and construction are included in the report so that the insurers
can take account of them. These must be as accurate as possible to
avoid increased insurance repayments or under-coverage as a result
of underestimating lead times.
During the site inspection, the surveyor must not only examine
the building and assess construction methods, age, finishes and
installations, but also consider the surrounding environment,
which could hamper demolition and rebuilding. Adjacent buildings
and tenants may affect working hours, need specialist or temporary
protection and, depending on the proximity to neighbouring
properties, require party wall awards to be agreed.
Sites close to a river, train tracks and so on, or those that have
difficult access, are situated in areas of heavy pedestrianisation
or require works that could disrupt public transport, all present
challenges that will affect time and cost as well.
Building costs
Building costs can be obtained from various sources, including price
books and the Building Cost Information Service (BCIS), although
the surveyor must exercise professional judgement in applying
so-called standard rates. They also need to take into consideration
regional differences in construction costs.
The average rates provided by BCIS are useful for the
assessment, but those figures must only be used as a guide, and
the surveyor needs to use their expertise to assess the detail and
specifics of the property, providing costs for elements that are over
and above the average building.
Where standard rates may not be directly applicable, the surveyor
should consider undertaking an elemental breakdown assessment.
This is particularly useful when assessing unusual or historic
properties, as average rates cover a wide range of construction types
and will rarely be applicable to these buildings. The surveyor also
needs to include allowances for preliminaries and for contractors’
overheads and profit in their rates.
Quantity surveyors are often well placed to help with the more
detailed elemental assessments, drawing on their knowledge
of construction rates and wealth of benchmark data and cost
experience. Their knowledge of the expected out-turn construction
cost or cost per square metre will help appraise the pricing of
specific building elements.

Conservation, materials and regulations
Listed buildings and those in conservation areas will pose unique
challenges, and design and construction timescales need to take
account of this.
When it comes to listed buildings, the assessment needs to
take into account the additional time required to agree works
with heritage bodies. Assuming that these works are carried out
on a like-for-like basis, detailed or ornate finishes will need to be
replicated, and this will also have implications for the development
in terms of time and cost.
Building materials play a significant part in demolition timelines
as well, and the removal of any material that may be problematic
or cause health and safety issues in demolition, such as asbestos,
will require additional time and costs. Where there are significant
quantities of asbestos in the property, the surveyor may wish to
obtain budget costs and timescales for removal from specialists to
include in the assessment.
All demolition, design and redevelopment will require input
from various consultants such as architects, structural engineers
and project managers – and potentially party wall surveyors – so
appropriate fees need to be included. Because of the complexity
of reinstatement works, fees could often be higher than for the
development of a new property.
In addition to professional fees, the costs of obtaining
planning permission and Building Regulation approval need to be
included. Accurate costs for planning permission can be found on
planningportal.co.uk.
Reporting
Although surveyors are proficient at writing technical reports, they
must remember that these are likely to be read by someone such as
an insurer who has a limited knowledge of property matters, and
it is important that the report is clear and concise in conveying its
key messages.
It therefore needs to include a section summarising the
reinstatement cost, the basis on which the assessment has
been made, a description of the property, and reference to any
restrictions or limitations to the inspection and reporting, such
as specific tenants’ fit-out items, asbestos removal, and certain
external works.
The RICS guidance note states that it is important for the
surveyor to incorporate declarations and caveats explaining that the
report does not give advice or make comment with respect to the
property’s condition.
Furthermore, it advises that the report should state that the
declared value has no direct relationship to the market value, and
that the assessment has been prepared for insurance purposes only,
in accordance with RICS guidance, so it should not be used for any
other reason.
Jack Holland is a senior building surveyor at Tuffin Ferraby Taylor
jholland@tftconsultants.com
Related competencies include: Inspection, Insurance
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Design
on trial
There are a number of common pitfalls to look out for in the design
of systems manufactured by modern methods of construction
Richard Lankshear

With the difficulty of procuring traditional
skills, the promise of increased productivity
and, to some degree, because everyone else
seems to be doing so, more housebuilders
are now exploring modern methods of
construction (MMC).
Many builders and manufacturers cite
the potential for improved quality as their
underlying motivation. This is reflected
in the NHBC Foundation report Modern
methods of construction: Who’s doing
what?, which lists increased quality as the
primary reason (bit.ly/MMC-Who). The
logic is that off-site manufacture or simpler
technologies can reduce the number of
defects, as well as supporting faster build
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times, greater efficiency, lower costs for
rework or claims, and improved quality in
the finished home.
At NHBC, we have seen growing interest
in all MMC systems, from site-based
methods to whole-house volumetric
products and panelised systems. We carry
out a review of each system to determine
whether it can be accepted as part of the
construction of a home.
Our appraisal of different systems does
not consider the commercial benefits
proposed by MMC manufacturers; instead,
it asks only whether they can comply
with the NHBC standards. In essence,
whichever way homes are built, they should

be long-lasting and meet the reasonable
expectations of homeowners.
Manufacturers from around the world
submit systems for review, and given the
myriad that NHBC has seen, we have gained
unique insights – into what works, and into
the common issues that mean a product
fails to meet an acceptable quality.
Principal areas of risk
The three areas we focus on when
reviewing MMC are design, manufacture
and construction. While the method
of manufacture and construction are
important, many of the key risks with
MMC are mitigated in the design; without

The three areas we focus on when
reviewing MMC are design,
manufacture and construction –
but design underpins everything

a complete and viable design, the method of
manufacture, quality procedures, tolerances,
construction method and interfaces with
site conditions cannot be determined.
Design underpins everything.
The more common pitfalls are as
follows (see also Built Environment Journal
September/October 2019, pp.48–50).
••Incomplete design: the rigour required
to complete the detailed design of
an MMC system is often overlooked.
The drawings and specification of all
components go beyond what is required
in conventional construction, principally
because manufacture is often carried out by
unskilled operatives. Take the example of
a mastic joint; good practice in one MMC
manufacturer’s specification sets out the
colour, location, length, width and allowable
tolerance as well as the temperature
at which it can be installed and how
frequently it is inspected. The detail and
accompanying procedures for all elements
should not be underestimated.
••Clearly defined scope: no single MMC
system is suitable for all sites, building
shapes or planning requirements, though
these restrictions are often not defined
by the manufacturer. However, the best
designs seem to come from a simple, core
product to which further features may be
added. When MMC systems have a clearly
defined scope, the limits of applicability
and permitted environmental conditions
can be fully specified. This then allows any
variations to be fully designed and detailed.
••Durability: basic principles are being
ignored in many MMC designs, particularly
with respect to water ingress. The leaky
condominium crisis in British Columbia,
Canada between 1985 and 2000, when

50,000 homes were affected by damp, is
an important history lesson in this respect.
Similar problems have been reported
in other countries, including the USA,
Sweden and New Zealand, leading to the
development of the so-called four Ds of
moisture management: deflect moisture
away, using overhangs and flashings; drain
moisture when it gets past the cladding;
dry the structure by providing ventilation;
and choose durable materials that do not
degrade when wet (bit.ly/NHBC-failure).
••Sequence of assembly: most MMC
systems involve assembly of elements off
site to form a panel or volumetric unit.
The design of the joint between modules
is complex because it needs to transfer
structural load as well as retaining the
integrity of fire protection, moisture and
air barriers. Good practice will allow for
lapping of these critical membranes, visible
inspection of the integrity of joints, and
consideration of how these connections are
formed on site.
••Specification of products: all materials
used in construction should be fit for their
intended purpose and certified as such.
This means that, for many MMC systems,
product specification and procurement
needs to be completed well in advance
of manufacture, and often before work
starts on site. Good-quality MMC system
manufacturers understand this, and their
design process and programmes recognise
the detail required to generate complete
product specifications at an early stage.
••Spread of flame: volumetric MMC
systems – that is, 3D modules delivered
to a site – introduce voids between the
walls of modules and intermediate floors.
Factory-fitted fire barriers are then often

hidden from view, so the inspection of
this safety-critical element needs to
be considered at design stage. Another
common issue concerns the subfloor
void. Some volumetric modules sit on
foundations supported only at the corners,
creating a void in the subfloor beneath the
party wall. Where a compartment wall sits
above these foundations, designers should
consider how the void is subdivided on the
party wall line.
••Setting out and site works: the risks
associated with installing MMC on
site are well documented. While it is
often appreciated that the tolerances in
groundworks or podium construction need
to be tighter to accept highly engineered,
factory-assembled modules, MMC
designers also need to understand the
realities of site conditions and to build in
greater tolerance, to allow their system to
be effectively and efficiently assembled.
Commonly, designers will address the
interface between the MMC system and
foundations but will not pay sufficient
attention to incoming services – how
the drains, water, gas, electricity and
telecommunications are to be connected.
••Storage, transportation and assembly:
the temporary loads on MMC systems
during these stages can often be greater
than in service. The stresses applied
during transportation and assembly can be
particularly high, and these unusual load
cases should to be properly assessed.
To conclude, there is no short cut when
bringing MMC systems to market, and
investment in research and development
is certainly critical. It is no coincidence
that the most successful MMC systems
have a fully developed design well before
manufacture begins. Early investment in
design will help to provide high-quality
homes that meet the needs of those who
live in them.
Richard Lankshear is innovation manager at
NHBC rlankshear@nhbc.co.uk
Related competencies include:
Construction technology and
environmental services, Design and
specification, Inspection
Further information: nhbc.co.uk/mmchub
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Construction for a
changing climate
Current market structures don’t give sufficient incentive to sustainable building, but the
construction industry needs to evolve rapidly if zero-carbon targets are to be met

Richard Tibenham

Last year was a pivotal one for climate
change awareness in the UK: it saw the
release of the Committee on Climate
Change’s report UK housing: Fit for the
future?, the announcement of the UN’s
Zero Carbon Buildings for All Initiative
and the highly publicised rise of Extinction
Rebellion, as well as extensive flooding in
England that was widely attributed to our
changing climate.
Polling by MORI shows that, in 2019,
85 per cent of Britons were concerned
about climate change – with 52 per cent
very concerned – rising from a low of
60 per cent in 2013. The term ‘climate
emergency’ was declared Oxford Word of
the Year, soaring from relative obscurity to
become one of the most prominent phrases
of 2019. The Royal Institute of British
Architects was one of those to declare an
environment and climate emergency, while
glazed tower blocks also found themselves
in the spotlight (see Built Environment
Journal February/March, pp.36–37), and
the Goldsmith Street Passivhaus scheme in
Norwich won the Stirling Prize.
Despite the competing news of the
housing crisis, Brexit and the general
election, tackling climate change was seen
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as a core issue at the end of last year.
Responding to criticism that it wasn’t doing
enough, the government set a legal target to
bring UK greenhouse gas emissions to net
zero by 2050, and changes to the Building
Regulations are now being proposed.
The construction industry is readying
itself for the need to change. The National
Federation of Builders recently published
the report Transforming Construction for a
Low Carbon Future, which concluded: ‘All
elements in the construction industry must
be aware in no uncertain terms that if they
do not take advantage of the opportunities
ahead, they risk finding themselves left
behind in a rapidly changing construction
landscape’ (bit.ly/NFB-TransCon).
The long view
Unlike many other consumer purchases,
buildings tend to exceed the average human
lifespan. Making financial decisions in
relation to such long timescales therefore
involves risks, because no one knows quite
what the future holds. Instead, financial
decision-making is typically weighted
towards immediate needs, the customs of
the previous five to ten years, and a degree
of short-term projection.

Rarely do people consider that a building
constructed today could well be operating
in 100 years’ time, and that it may prove
more financially prudent to design it for
the needs of that intended lifespan. As a
consequence, building design is largely
governed by budget, and is often defined
by the availability of credit and by the
regulatory requirements of the moment.
With time, buildings are modified
to address their users’ evolving needs,
and while this rationale served the UK
reasonably well throughout the post-war
period, it is proving itself increasingly
unsuited to the longer-term planning
required to tackle climate change.
Indeed, a 2019 government consultation
states that ‘new homes that we are
constructing now and in the next five to
ten years are homes that will exist in 2050’
(bit.ly/MHCLG-FutHomes). The challenge,
then, becomes how these ideas can be
integrated into a market-led democracy,
since the market in its current form does
not promote long-term thinking.
The latest data from the Passivhaus Trust
indicates that, when adopting current best
practice, building a scheme to the highly
efficient Passivhaus standard costs nine per
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Costa Coffee’s Ecopod
outlet in Telford

cent more on average than an equivalent
that complies only with the present
Building Regulations. Exeter City Council,
with nine years’ experience of building
to the Passivhaus standard, is achieving
capital cost premiums of just eight per cent,
and the Passivhaus Trust notes that the
premium could fall to as low as just four per
cent if there were wide-scale adoption. For
comparison, average inflation-adjusted UK
house prices rose by 147 per cent between
1997 and 2007, or 14.7 per cent per year.
Between 2013 and 2016, average house
prices rose 19 per cent as the market
responded to quantitative easing, the
Help to Buy scheme and record-low
interest rates, with minimal change in
the performance of these buildings.
This illustrates that the increased build
cost of higher-performance buildings is
substantially lower than the non-productive
speculative gains in land value that have
influenced the market in the past 20 years.
In essence, higher build costs are
affordable if we want them to be, but the
likelihood is that this will see value move
from land itself towards construction fabric

and design quality – to the benefit of some
people and the disadvantage of others
– disrupting the vested interests of the
current market structure.
To test the hypothesis that lower running
costs would make additional investment
advantageous over a typical mortgage
term, a Passivhaus Institut study of 2012
compared a small detached Passivhaus on a
single plot against an equivalent house built
to the standard required by the UK Building
Regulations 2010.
The study concluded that, assuming a
low-interest-rate scenario, investment in
the Passivhaus would be more economically
viable over a 25-year mortgage term, but
only by a small margin. The prospective
homebuyer would be just £1,293 richer
by investing in the higher deposit for a
Passivhaus than they would be had they
placed their money in a bank account
offering a compound interest rate of three
per cent (bit.ly/Phauscost).
If uptake of high energy efficiency
standards is to become more widespread,
then a more compelling financial argument
needs to be made for going green. Cheap

fuel is the enemy of efficiency, and as long
it remains cheap the alternatives appear
expensive (bit.ly/RT-cheapfuel).
To compound the issue, domestic fuel
also benefits from a reduced VAT rate
of just five per cent. While this policy
has served the immediate desires of the
electorate, it has also legitimised a state
of apathy on fuel efficiency in the built
environment, rendering the financial
arguments for going green somewhat
limited. The question we should be asking
is, are tax breaks for energy use really the
right measure in a climate emergency?
Managing the performance risk
The Research Acceleration and
Demonstration (RAD) building constructed
at the University of Nottingham
illustrates how insufficient consideration
at the concept design stage can lead to
potential unintended consequences.
The building design, which was initially
selected following an architectural design
competition, was later put forward for
Passivhaus certification. However, glazing
proportions and their configurations meant
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that it was not possible to achieve low
energy consumption while also maintaining
good levels of thermal comfort and
daylighting. The project shows investment
in high-performance construction fabric
does not always result in the best-value
building (bit.ly/UNottRadBuild).
As capital costs rise, the risk of
underperformance becomes all the
more critical – and with this comes a
requirement to minimise the gap between
designed performance and performance in
practice. While it is not a given that every
project aspiring to fulfil the Passivhaus
standard will meet its requirements, it
is true that for those projects that do,
the standard has been very successful in
achieving its ambitions.
A recently launched design guide from
the University of Oxford specifically
noted: ‘The university has moved to
the Passivhaus design and construction
methodology in its pursuit of excellent
building performance, after the previous
target of BREEAM Excellent ratings for all
major new buildings failed to deliver the
expected benefits.’ Clearly, the stakes are
getting higher.
When embarking on low-energy
architecture such as this, it is critical that
these higher performance standards are
considered from the outset. Basic massing,
orientation and glazed area ratios contribute
substantially to performance, and it is
therefore essential that these be considered
at the pre-planning stage by suitably
qualified specialists.
Skills for doing so are currently lacking,
though, so there is a need for training and
education among architects, planners and
decision-makers. As the Passivhaus Trust
recommends, Passivhaus needs to be part
of the initial brief and teams must properly
understand it.
The firm Zero Energy Architecture
achieved net zero-carbon performance in
its Ecopod Costa Coffee outlets in Swansea
and Telford (see photo on previous page).
When on-site renewable energy generation
exceeds demand, it is exported to the grid.
Though energy is still imported during
periods when demand exceeds on-site
generation, annual costs have still been
halved by comparison to similar standard
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People rarely consider that a building
constructed today could well be
operating in 100 years’ time
units, and at an economically attractive
capital outlay. Over the course of a year,
the building exports as much power as it
imports, achieving net zero energy demand.
To achieve this, energy efficiency was
considered in the architectural design from
the outset, adopting thermal modelling
and relying heavily on data-driven
decisions. Net-zero carbon performance
is economically viable, but design and
engineering must be valued.
A range of risks
Although current market structure doesn’t
support longer-term financial strategies, we
shouldn’t assume that this will be the case
forever. Calculating return on investment
on the assumption that current trends will
continue for perpetuity is a short-sighted
approach, and there are other financial risks
that are important to consider.
Changes to government policy,
for example, represent one such risk.
Acknowledging the 2050 legal commitment
to net-zero carbon, how much risk will an
investor be exposed to over the next 30
years should they not build to net-zero
carbon standards today?
The government has already launched a
consultation on proposals to achieve energy
performance certificate (EPC) ratings of B
across all non-domestic rented property by
2030 where cost-effective.
The Scottish government has gone
even further, introducing legislation to
tackle climate change and eradicate fuel
poverty. This means that all privately
rented properties will be required to achieve
EPC band D rating for new tenancies by
2022, and for all tenancies from 2025.
Furthermore, Holyrood is proposing a new,
legally binding standard for owner-occupied
homes from 2024 onwards, and has sought

the views of homeowners through public
consultation on what this standard may
look like (bit.ly/eneff-Scot); however,
initial proposals are that it will set either
a C or a B rating as a minimum under the
Standard Assessment Procedure. As the
policies develop, no doubt, these costs will
increasingly be factored into asset values.
Likewise, payback periods on energy
costs are just part of the issue. A recent
study by business technology company
the Remark Group on air quality and
workplace well-being revealed that 86 per
cent of UK office workers get headaches,
with 23 per cent reporting that they suffer
on a daily basis. Design philosophies such
as Passivhaus are as much about creating
healthful, productive, indoor environments
as they are about reducing operational
energy demands, and it is important
when evaluating return on investment to
remember this.
Building to net zero-carbon standards
today may seem extreme, but it is likely
to become the norm in the near future.
Although doing so may offer limited
financial reward in the short term, it will
increase resilience to the effects of climate
change and reduce exposure to the risks of a
rapidly changing world.
These variables are complex and difficult
to predict, but with legal commitments in
place, the general trajectory points towards
a net-zero economy by 2050 – complete
with everything that entails.
Richard Tibenham is director at Greenlite
Building Physics and associate lecturer in
building physics at the University of Lincoln
info@greenliteea.co.uk
Related competencies include:
Sustainability
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Legal

‘The Hackitt report stresses
the principal designer’s
importance in construction
work on high-risk
residential buildings’
Michael Appleby
Fisher Scoggins Waters

The prosecution of Paul Humphries
Architects in 2018, over increased fire risk
during building of a large timber-frame
extension on a care home, is one of the few
examples of enforcement action against
a principal designer (PD). However, the
Health and Safety Executive’s (HSE’s)
business plan for 2019/20 warns that
construction sector inspections will in
future focus on duty-holders providing PD
services, who will thus be more exposed to
enforcement action.
The PD role was introduced by the
Construction (Design and Management)
Regulations 2015 (CDM 2015), replacing
that of CDM coordinator under the 2007
regulations. A PD is appointed, in writing,
by the client of a construction project
involving more than one contractor, and is
required to:
••plan, manage, monitor and coordinate
health and safety in the pre-construction
phase, identifying, eliminating or
controlling foreseeable risks and ensuring
designers carry out their duties
••prepare and provide relevant information
for other duty-holders

••liaise with the principal contractor to help
plan, manage, monitor and coordinate the
construction phase.
A contractor in this case refers to
any person or company who carries out,
manages or controls construction work,
including subcontractors. Therefore, as
soon as there is more than one contractor
– including any subcontractor – a PD will
be required.
Who can be a PD, though? The definition
in CDM 2015 is wide, and covers any
person or company who prepares or
modifies a design, or arranges for or
instructs any person to prepare or modify a
design. According to HSE’s guidance L153,
Managing health and safety in construction,
these include: ‘architects, architectural
technologists, consulting engineers,
quantity surveyors, interior designers,
temporary work engineers, chartered
surveyors, technicians or anyone who
specifies or alters a design’.
A PD can therefore be an individual with
the right mixture of skills, knowledge and
experience, or a body with these as well as
the necessary organisational capability. The

HSE has said the PD function was created
because its forerunner, the role of CDM
coordinator, was not working. That role was
often assigned to an individual rather than
an organisation, but the HSE prefers the PD
function to be performed by organisations,
as the principal contractor’s role is.
A PD does not have to be a designer on
the project, and L153 does not say whether a
PD even has to be an active designer – that
is, one who still engages in design work,
rather than one with the competence but
who no longer carries out such work.
In a presentation to the Association
for Project Safety in 2016, HSE head of
construction policy Simon Longbottom
acknowledged that, in the early days of
CDM 2015, PDs would often be former
CDM coordinators who were non-active
designers. However, he hoped that in time
active designers would, with some support,
assume the role, and eventually lead
designers would automatically be the PD
without support.
Dame Judith Hackitt’s report Building
a Safer Future, commissioned by the
government following the Grenfell Tower
fire, stresses the importance of the PD in
construction work on high-risk residential
buildings. It lists the key responsibilities as:
••identifying how core building safety
requirements will be fulfilled during the
pre-construction phase
••ensuring that those who are supporting
the PD are competent
••compiling full plans documentation for
the regulator to show key risks have been
considered and managed
••ensuring that information management
systems are properly updated
••confirming in writing, along with the
client, that the Building Regulations
requirements have been met at the
completion of works.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that there
is a long way to go before lead designers
automatically accept the PD role.
Mike Appleby is a partner and solicitor at
Fisher Scoggins Waters
appleby@fsw-law.com
Related competencies include: Design
and specification, Health and safety
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If the cap fits
While damp-proof coursing can prevent the passage of moisture to the
upper surface of concrete beams, how can the beam ends be protected?

Gary Little

Around 69 per cent of UK new-build housing and domestic
extension ground floors are now being constructed with block and
beam systems, according to analysis published by BDS Marketing
Research in 2018. But, compared to the more traditional use of
concrete slabs for the ground floor, such systems present various
challenges when it comes to ensuring adequate damp protection.
The relevant requirement is described in Approved Document
C, section 4.17: ‘Any suspended floor of in situ or precast concrete,
including beam and block floors, next to the ground will meet
the requirement if it will adequately prevent the passage of
moisture to the upper surface and if the reinforcement is protected
against moisture.’ While the requirement is clear, though, it
is not universally understood or met, with protection of the
reinforcement against moisture being a particular issue.
Prevention of moisture passage to the upper surface is
reasonably easy to achieve by the common practice of laying
damp-proof course on the internal foundation wall before the
beams are installed. However, a 3.6m length of concrete beam
can easily exceed 130kg, which does make manoeuvring difficult
and potentially hazardous. It is essential that appropriate manual
handling procedures are followed and good care taken to ensure
that the damp-proof material is not moved or compromised as the
beams are laid on it.
The manufacturing process for the beams does leave them with
rough surfaces, which combined with their weight means the
damp-proof material can easily be moved, punctured or torn as
the beams are positioned. Concrete floor beams are manufactured
in 150m lengths and then cut to stock or bespoke sizes. Once cut,
though, the internal steel wire reinforcement ends are exposed,
leaving them without the requisite 40mm depth of concrete
covering to provide protection.
With the beam ends exposed to damp and moisture in the
foundation void below the main building damp-proof course level,
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there is potential for long-term corrosion of the reinforcement;
although there is no current evidence to support this, it may affect
the structural integrity of the building. Protecting the exposed
ends of these steel reinforcing bars is the concern of the second
part of Approved Document C section 4.17. This is somewhat more
challenging and less straightforward than upper surface protection.
Building control surveyors familiar with both parts of the section
are now rightly asking for the beam ends to be protected. There has
until recently not been any fully effective way of doing this, and the
three most common methods have been:
••painting with a bitumen compound, which has an inherently
limited lifespan and can be very messy to apply, particularly in
inclement site conditions
••using an extra-wide strip of damp-proof membrane for the upper
service protection and lapping that up and over the beam ends; this
does provide a degree of protection, but can trap water beneath the
concrete floor structure should there be a flood or any excessive
water ingress
••creating a wrap from the damp-proof membrane and gaffer tape
around the ends of the beams, but this is far from fully effective,
takes at least ten minutes per beam and adds to the manual
handling risks, as beams need to be lifted by more than one person
to enable wrapping.
Faced with the challenge of wrapping numerous beams on several
residential projects during 2016, Hertfordshire builder Kevin
Nutkins had a moment of inspiration when he realised that far
more effective protection would be provided by a pre-formed end
cap than a wrap. A moulded plastic cap reduces the application time
to a few seconds per beam and, most importantly, significantly
reduces the need for manual handling because it can be fitted before
the beam is put in position.
Nutkins decided to explore his idea further; over 18 months
he refined the design, settling on injection-moulded recycled
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Capped beam end

polyethylene as the most appropriate material for the cap. A
3D-printed prototype helped determine the sizing, and initial
samples were produced. Extensive testing at BRE confirmed that
the material surpasses all ISO requirements for damp-protection
material as well as its suitability for use as an in-ground building
product. The product development continued with the cap, now
named the K-KAP, gaining registered product status with LABC and
inclusion in its approved products scheme; the design also has both
UK and international patents pending.
The K-KAP is simply slid over the end of the concrete beams
providing protection from moisture and damp ingress. Should the
beam need to be cut to size, the cap can be removed and replaced
once cutting is complete. Part of the proprietary design ensures
it spans the width of the supporting foundation wall. If used on
all beam ends, this feature provides protection that fully meets
Approved Document C section 4.17 requirements for upper surface
and reinforcement protection.
The photo above shows how a cap works: it provides consistent,
effective protection from any moisture ingress to surface and beam
end. The beams should be placed in position with the K-KAPs
fitted and laid on the internal foundation walls. The beam-to-beam
spacing is determined by the first infill blocks being set at the ends

of the beams covering the caps; the remainder of the infill blocks
can then be installed.
The end blocks are lifted to allow the infill slips to be set in place
on a bed of mortar, after which the blocks are set in mortar above
them. The floor surface is covered with a mortar slurry that fills
any gaps and binds all the floor components before the internal
block walls are constructed. The first course of blocks for the
internal wall would sit on a standard mortar bed with the top of the
proprietary caps being covered by the damp-proof course material.
For construction of floors where a building is being extended, the
K-KAP can be pre-installed in the cut-out wall pockets, ensuring
the hidden beam ends are fully protected.
Capping offers a number of advantages over more common
methods of moisture protection. It provides full protection, is
simple to install in all conditions, saves time, and reduces manual
handling risk, and it makes building control inspections easier
because the complete protection is easily visible to the surveyor.
Gary Little is commercial manager at K-Kaps glittle@k-kaps.com
Related competencies include: Construction technology and
environmental services
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Brick
by brick
Utmost care and consideration should be given
when sourcing replacement bricks for repairs in
order to maintain structural integrity and, where
possible, the appropriate aesthetic
Moses Jenkins

Each and every brick building is made
up of bricks with particular and unique
characteristics. When brickwork has
suffered decay there will often be a need to
replace those that are no longer fulfilling
their structural and aesthetic purpose. A
careful assessment of which should be
replaced and which are sound enough to
remain in situ will be required.
Following this, the process of finding
suitable replacements begins: this needs
careful planning and the balancing of
diverse characteristics including size, shape,
water absorption rate, colour and type.
There may be occasions when more
detailed consideration of the heritage
value of bricks is required, for example
Tudor or gauged brickwork. Where this is
the case, conventions from BS 7913: 2013
Guide to the conservation of historic buildings
and guidance from organisations such as
Historic England and Historic Environment
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Scotland should be consulted. In all cases,
it is vital that the unique characteristics of
the bricks are considered in order to ensure
structural integrity and – where possible
– maintain an aesthetic. Treating brick
replacement work with adequate care and
consideration will allow the rich heritage of
brick buildings in the UK to survive long
into the future.
Characteristics for consideration
Matching the type of brick used in a
building is vital for both the aesthetic and
the technical performance of the brickwork
following repair. The type is generally
related to the method of manufacture,
with, for example, handmade bricks being
moulded manually and extruded bricks
formed using a machine.
The material used can also influence the
typology of brick; a common or colliery
shale brick is one manufactured from shale,

a tough clay often extracted during coal
mining operations.
Identifying the type of brick used in a
wall is often the first part of specifying and
locating suitable replacements. Some types
are increasingly hard to source, with colliery
shale bricks in particular difficult to match
exactly, although some companies provide
reasonable substitutes manufactured from
other materials. Brick types can include:
••handmade: bricks moulded manually,
often with irregular, variegated appearance
in terms of colour, and smaller than
machine-made bricks
••common: also referred to as colliery or
composition brick, these vary significantly
in both texture and colour, and are generally
rough to the touch with variegated colour
••glazed: uniform, glossy appearance,
manufactured in a wide range of colours
••engineering: often a darker colour and a
dense appearance
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Left: In some buildings, bricks of different sizes
are used on different elevations
Right: Poor brick matching has a significant
visual impact and can also affect the
performance of a building

••special-shaped brick: moulded in a
non-standard shape to fulfil a specific
decorative or technical purpose
••pressed facing: pressed during
mechanised brick production, generally
with a uniform texture and colour to give an
attractive appearance
••rubbing: softer and free of inclusions
such as stones or lime to allow cutting and
rubbing in gauged brickwork
••extruded: also known as wire-cut, these
are produced by extrusion, often with
characteristic drag marks on the face.
When matching bricks for repair work,
it is also important to match the size
of the new ones with the old as much
as possible. Modern metric bricks are
unlikely to be suitable replacements for
traditional ones: before the metric system
was adopted in 1965, there was considerable

Table 1. Freeze–thaw
resistance rating of
new bricks
Frost rating

Description

F0

Suitable for passive
exposure, such as
internal use

regional variation in the size of bricks used
throughout the UK, with those used in the
north of England being larger than those in
the south, and those in Scotland larger still.
Bricks also tended to be built to a
particular gauge, which refers to the height
of four courses of bricks with their mortar
joints. Again, both the north of England
and Scotland had specific regional gauges
to which brickwork was often constructed.
If the size of brick used in repair work is
incorrect, then the gauge will also be wrong
(see photo, above).
As a general principle, measuring the
dimensions of ten bricks in different parts
of a wall that is being repaired will give
a good indication of size. Buildings may,
however, have been built with bricks of
different sizes; for example, a principal
facade may be constructed of thinner facing

Table 2. Active
soluble salts rating
of new bricks

Active soluble
salts rating

Exposure

S0

Not exposed

F1

Suitable for normal
exposure

S1

Normal exposure

F2

Suitable for severe
exposure

S2

Prolonged exposure

bricks, with side and rear elevations using
larger common or colliery bricks. Care
must be taken to ensure that the correct
size of bricks is used for both aesthetic and
structural reasons.
Frost resistance is one of the technical
considerations when sourcing replacement
bricks for repair work, and any new bricks
must be suitable for the exposure to which
they will be subject. The frost resistance of
new bricks is defined under BS EN 771-1:
2011 + A1: 2015 Specification for masonry
units. Clay masonry units by a freeze-thaw
resistance rating as shown in Table 1. For
most external repair work, an F2-rated brick
is likely to be required.
The soluble salt content of new bricks is
another consideration, and is also defined
under BS 771-1 (see Table 2). Generally,
an S2-rated brick will be most durable for
external repair work. Although there may
be exceptions to this – for example, where
handmade bricks are required to replicate
early brickwork – an F2–S2-rated brick
will as a rule be the most appropriate.
The water absorption rate of any new
brick is also significant, and it is possible
to remove bricks from an existing wall
to ascertain this. Tests on the water
absorption rates of traditional bricks carried
out for Historic Environment Scotland
show significant variations:
••common brick: seven to nine per cent
(lower absorption class), 12.5–14.5 per cent
(higher absorption class)
••handmade brick: 13–17 per cent
••pressed facing brick: six to nine per cent
••extruded brick: eight to nine per cent
(lower absorption class), 11–18 per cent
(higher absorption class)

SOURCE: BS 771-1
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••glazed brick: 0.5 per cent (fully glazed),
seven to 11 per cent (partially glazed).
A brick that has a much higher or lower
water absorption rate than the original
brickwork into which it is being placed
is likely either to cause decay in the
surrounding bricks, or to decay itself.
Though it is important not to prioritise
aesthetic considerations above technical
ones, these also require consideration when
matching bricks for repair. The colour of a
brick is one of its most significant visual
characteristics, and it is therefore desirable
to source replacements that match the
colour of the originals as closely as possible.
The colour of a brick is due in the most
part to the mineral content of the raw
material from which it is formed, though
aspects of the manufacturing process, such
as the temperature reached during firing,
will have an impact. Colour can also be
given to bricks using a glaze.
Constructions juxtaposing different
coloured bricks to create polychromatic
decorations can be traced back to the
Parthenon in Greece, though the technique
was probably used even earlier than
that. The short end of wood-fired bricks
were purposefully overburnt to create
flared headers in Tudor times, while
polychromatic buildings were especially
popular in the 19th century, with bricks of
many different colours used for this effect.
Surface finish is another necessary
consideration. As with colour, this is often
influenced by methods of manufacturing,
with pressed bricks generally presenting a
smooth surface finish while colliery shale
bricks have a rougher texture. Shape is
also significant and has a technical aspect.
Bricks can be shaped during the moulding
process, forming what is known as a special,

Many brick-making companies offer a matching service that
can be useful if bespoke specials are required

and they can also be cut and rubbed to
shape during the construction of gauged
brickwork. When matching special-shaped
bricks, many brick manufacturers are able
to construct moulds to the appropriate
shape (see photo, above).
Sourcing replacements
The source of replacement for all types
discussed in this article is likely to be
new bricks. The use of reclaimed bricks,
while possible in some instances, can be
problematic due to issues with quality and
durability, although it is possible to carry
out tests on them to ascertain material
properties such as water absorption rate and
compressive strength.
It may be possible to source bricks that
are particularly strong or durable, such
as glazed or facing bricks, as reclaimed

Frost resistance, soluble salt content and
water absorption rate are key technical
considerations when sourcing replacement
bricks for repair work
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stock as well. The use of reclaimed bricks
certainly has strong environmental
credentials, but it is imperative that such
bricks are of suitable durability. In most
cases, therefore, new bricks will be required.
Where a brick type is particularly hard to
match, as is the case with colliery shale
bricks, as close a replacement as possible –
rather than a perfect match – may have to
be used.
Moses Jenkins is a senior technical officer at
Historic Environment Scotland
moses.jenkins@hes.scot
Building conservation accreditation
competencies include:
Construction techniques
Further information: Resources include
Historic England’s Practical Building
Conservation: Earth, Brick & Terracotta
(2015), Moses Jenkins’s Short Guide:
Traditional Scottish Brickwork (2014)
and The Scottish Brick Industry (2018),
and Gerard Lynch’s Brickwork History,
Technology and Practice volumes one
and two (1994) and The History of Gauged
Brickwork: Conservation, Repair and
Modern Applications (2015). See also
Built Environment Journal April/May 2019,
pp.48–51; a third article on bricks will
appear in a forthcoming issue.
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A long and
winding road
While it may take time to find the profession, it offers a fulfilling
career once you do so – as one surveyor’s experience proves

Gillian Murray

The social media campaign #NoWrongPath celebrates the range
and diversity of career paths in Scotland (bit.ly/DYW-NWP).
Established in 2017 by Developing the Young Workforce Glasgow,
it was designed to inspire and reassure young people receiving
their exam results. It recognises that some may be disheartened
by their grades, and aims to show that many people in interesting
job roles across Scotland may not have taken a straight, obvious or
traditional path to get there. It was a campaign that struck a chord
with me: I’m a latecomer to the world of building surveying, but so
glad I found my way into this profession and all that it entails.
A roundabout route
My working life actually started in the mid 1970s at my parent’s
funfair, when my mam assures me I was confidently serving people
and giving them change at the age of five. My work ethic and core
values of respect and integrity were nurtured there: my parents
and extended family worked tirelessly, building up their rides and
sideshows, sometimes opening them for ten hours a day, before
pulling everything down again and loading it on to lorries then
driving a long way around Scotland to the next town to start the
process again. It was a hard, rough life, but made easier by the
close-knit bonds of the funfair community.
For the kids, one of the toughest things was having to go to a
new school in every different place we went. Attending two in
a month was not uncommon and we would make friends before
having to leave again, not seeing folk until the following year
when the funfair returned. On reflection, this may have been the
beginnings of my ability to network.
As I approached high-school age, my parents decided they would
stop travelling with their funfair and settle down so my sisters and

I could attend school more consistently. They chose Fort William,
and there began six, mostly miserable, years at high school. I was
pleased to leave age 18 with three mediocre grades for my highers in
French, German and English.
I had no clear idea of what I wanted to do to earn a living and fell
into a full-time version of the part-time deli supervisory job I had
had since I was 16. I scraped a living there for a couple of years but
was bored, restless and unfulfilled. With the support of my parents,
I went off to Chamonix, France and for two adventurous years I
made beds, washed dishes, went rock climbing, partied hard, and
had a go at improving my French language skills.
From France, I applied to and was accepted by the University of
Bradford to study French and Spanish. Once there, I worked hard,
getting good grades and working 20-hour-a-week jobs to support
my studies. I soon realised I was on the wrong career path, though,
and while I was on my year-out placement in Spain I took a deep
breath and dropped out. Telling my parents was the hardest thing
I’ve ever had to do. I had been one of the first in my mother’s
family to go to university and they had been so proud of my
achievements; but I knew it was the right choice.
The eureka moment
For the next five years, I worked in an outdoor shop in the Peak
District, supervising the counter staff and then going rock climbing
after work. Not a bad life, but not intellectually fulfilling either.
Then came the eureka moment, around 1999, when I discovered
building surveying.
I had bought a house in Sheffield and we had rising damp that
had led to a dry rot outbreak – or so the builder said. His solution?
An injected chemical damp-proof course and spraying the dry rot
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For me, the joy of building
surveying is the variety – may
we always be the Jacks and
Jills of all trades

to kill it off. At the same time, I saw the BBC2 programme Raising
the Roof, which questioned diagnoses of rising damp. The presenter
Michael Parrett’s job title was building surveyor, and the defect
diagnosis work he was doing really captured my imagination. I
credit that programme as the start of my journey into surveying,
and finding appropriate solutions to my damp and rot problems –
thank you, Michael.
Wanting to find out more, I asked the Peak District National
Park Authority officers who were monitoring my employer’s
shop extension if they could put me in touch with their building
surveyor for a chat. When I called him, he told me that a typical
surveying task would involve, for example, an old cow barn that
had fallen into disrepair alongside a popular footpath. He would not
only be the person dealing with its maintenance and upkeep, but
also coordinate feasibility studies for adaptive re-use, then procure
and administer project works to turn it into, say, a WC, a visitor
centre or another use, before beginning again with maintenance and
upkeep. This property life-cycle management inspired me and I
went off to explore further.
I got out the Yellow Pages, which was an actual print publication
back then. Although there was nothing under ‘building surveyors’,
there was a firm called Bucknall Austin listed under ‘surveyors’,
and its advert mentioned building surveyors. I called the company
and went in to meet the head of building surveying, Tim Castle.
He agreed that I could come back and do work experience, so I
took holiday from my shop job and spent time with him and his
team on site as well as poring over old project files. Having enjoyed
this, I did the same at Sheffield City Council’s building control
department, but found I preferred commercial building surveying.
Next was a visit to Sheffield Hallam University to chat with
the building surveying lecturers, in particular Phil Parham.
I was assured that my Bradford grades were sufficient entry
qualifications, so I applied, starting in September 1999 at the
age of 28. There followed two years of full-time study, alongside
seven days a fortnight working at the outdoor shop to help pay the
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mortgage. I had a year-out placement at Bucknall Austin in 2001–2,
during which I accepted the company’s full-time job offer. I then
went back to university on a day-release basis to finish my degree
over the next two years and graduated in 2004, with a first-class
honours degree and an RICS prize for outstanding contribution to
our course.
A few life events got in the way of cracking on with my APC,
including a move to London, a change of employer to Malcolm
Hollis, and marriage; so it was 2007 when, having kept an APC
diary for more than five years, I at last sat and passed my final
assessment and became a chartered building surveyor.
I moved back to Scotland at the end of 2010 when I took up a
post with the Landmark Trust as building surveyor for its historic
properties. After an internal restructure cut my role in half, I
worked on a self-employed basis for the trust and other clients
from Fort William, before moving to Edinburgh in September 2015
to take up an associate director role with Savills. I spent a couple of
years there immersed in dilapidations and technical due diligence –
my favourite things outside of historic buildings. In early 2018, an
opportunity to hone my historic buildings expertise took me to the
National Trust for Scotland.
I then moved to AECOM in September last year, to a role that is
an indulgence – in that it allows me to combine all my favourite
aspects of building surveying. My day-to-day work is filled with
dilapidations, technical due diligence and maintaining and advising
on traditional and historic buildings. I also get to support and
encourage others in my team to explore and develop their areas of
expertise. For me, the joy of building surveying is this variety –
may we always be the Jacks and Jills of all trades.
I have always made a point of contributing to the wider
profession, first as a committee member on the RICS South
Yorkshire Local Association and Matrics groups, then in London on
variously the RICS South London Local Association group, Building
Surveying Professional Group UK & European Board and the
Building Surveying Journal editorial and advisory group. North of the
border, I have sat on the RICS Scotland Building Surveying Group
and its Scotland Dilapidations Forum since 2015.
I think we get out of the profession what we are willing to put
into it and for my part, I’d rather be driving – or at least in the
passenger seat offering directions – than be run over by RICS as it
moves forward.
I have loved being a building surveyor ever since I found the
profession accidentally back in 1999. It is something that I am
proud to be part of and shout about. I had a very circuitous route to
get here, but sometimes it does take a while to own our story and
find our square hole, so to speak.
I’m not sure that there is a moral to this, but if I have advice to
offer others it is to make sure you keep those blinkers off, stay
open and receptive to ideas and flights of fancy and explore them
when they present themselves. Be true to yourself, your core values
and to others – the rest will take care of itself.
Gillian Murray is associate director – head of building surveying
Edinburgh at AECOM gillian.murray@aecom.com
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Party Wall Surveyors
Add names and addresses once
Ditch convoluted excel sheets
Clear visibility on every live job
Always know what the next steps are
Quickly produce documents instead of
spending hours on them
Avoid mistakes
Understand your business with built-in KPIs
Share progress and collaborate with your
team
Stay on top of the latest industry guidelines
and regulation

www.PartyWallPRO.com

RICS Recruit
Supporting you through
your career journey
Secure your dream job in surveying. As the ofﬁcial RICS job
board, RICS Recruit caters solely to surveyors in land, property
and construction sectors worldwide.
At RICS Recruit we offer a range of opportunities from junior to senior
positions. Whether you are starting out your career or looking to take your
career to the next level, RICS Recruit connects you to the latest surveying
vacancies in your sector.
How RICS Recruit can support you:
• Develop your career – RICS Recruit gives you access
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• High calibre jobs – leading ﬁrms choose RICS Recruit
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apply to the top jobs
• Speed of access – get the best specialist jobs
at your ﬁngertips
• Career support – RICS Recruit supports you by providing content on
how to improve your job hunting experience. Advice on improving your
CV, as well as interview techniques, to ensure you get the job you want.
Recruiters - to recruit the best applicants and to take advantage
of the RICS members package please call Sam or George on
0207 101 2779 or email ricsrecruit@wearesunday.com

Find your future job today. Get the RICS Recruit App. Ricsrecruit.com
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Careers

Concurrent
challenges
A trainee building surveyor is taking on varied work that will develop
her skills, as the fourth in our series on apprenticeships explains

Jordanne Wilson

I have recently been increasing my experience of schedule
conditions, preparing an unprecedentedly lengthy report for an
office building that is due to be repurposed for educational use. I’ve
found in past instructions that the value of a schedule of condition
to landlord and tenant alike lies in the level of detail included –
even if much of that detail is almost the same across 120-plus
rooms. However, this job was educational, and allowed me to hone
my inspection and data collection skills.
Two ongoing dilapidations negotiations with which I’m involved
have concluded positively for both clients. Having helped prepare
several schedules of dilapidations previously, I found it good to
observe and contribute to the next stages and gain more insight
into the process. I’ve also been brought on to a batch of planned
maintenance programmes on other office and industrial facilities.
These are an excellent way to increase my knowledge in the
competencies of Building pathology and Construction technology
and environmental services, and to improve my ability to calculate
budget and estimated costs for different works.
What appears to be taking up a lot of my time presently is
project management and contract administration on two minor
repair projects. One involves leaking water below ground, the other
leaking water above ground. I am finding the first slightly more
interesting, because over the past three years I’ve learnt that a roof
is always leaking somewhere – and those that aren’t will probably
do so soon. I have previously had isolated experience with project
management and contract administration individually, but I am
especially enjoying working on these two projects from inception to
completion as they offer an holistic view of the process.
Although at the time of writing I feel as if I have just started the
winter term, my lecturers are already requesting my assignments
for final submission. I have nearly completed the fundamentals of
my module on built environment technology, covering low-rise
residential construction technology, and the next stage will look
at openings in external walls, windows and external doors before
concluding with internal finishes, sanitation and utilities. My

final assignment in this module will be to compile an illustrated
portfolio demonstrating my understanding of basic low-rise
residential construction, and depicting an array of standard and
code-compliant construction methods.
As part of my CPD, I enjoyed a site tour of Bank Tower 2 in
Birmingham, which included discussions about the building and its
challenges. Construction on the project, which is on a brownfield
site in a highly restricted location in the city centre, started in
June 2017. Challenges included the sequencing of the works –
with lower floors receiving final finishes concurrent with the
construction of those above – delivery and storage of materials
on such a small site, and the placement of hoists. The contractor
also explained the effective strategy that had been followed for
keeping channels of communication open with the subcontractors,
and ensuring that milestones were met and design challenges were
quickly overcome.
I am meanwhile helping to organise the RICS Matrics Yorkshire
Three Peaks Challenge, in which there has been a surprising amount
of interest. In line with this year’s RICS Matrics chair’s challenge,
we have decided to be sponsored in aid of Plastic Oceans UK. As
part of the wider challenge, local groups will also be arranging
plastic pick-ups in an effort to reduce ocean waste.
Finally, Savills joined celebrations at the RICS Young Surveyor
of the Year Awards 2019 held at London’s Royal Garden Hotel in
November, for which I was nominated in the Apprentice of the Year
category. This extraordinary night showcased some of the industry’s
brilliant young talent. The evening was hosted by the remarkable
J. J. Chalmers, who described his inspirational journey from Royal
Marine to Invictus Games gold medalist to TV presenter. He shared
the many lessons he had learnt, but the ones that will remain with
me are never to rest on my laurels, and to understand that I am the
only obstacle to achieving my goals and surpassing my ambitions.
Jordanne Wilson is an apprentice building surveyor at Savills
jordanne.wilson@savills.com
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Comment

Legal

‘Payments to contractors
subject to the completion of
milestones can be compliant
with the Construction
Act 1996’
Charles Blamire-Brown and David Greenwood
Pinsent Masons

Q: My main contractor’s payments
are tied to specific milestones rather
than pre-agreed payment dates. The
contractor has just written to me
claiming that the payment milestones
are so uncertain that it does not
know when it is due to be paid, and
as a consequence the contract is not
compliant with the Housing Grants,
Construction and Regeneration Act
1996 (as amended). How do I check
whether the contractual payment
regime is valid? What will happen to the
payment mechanism if it is not valid?
A: A construction contract must provide an
adequate mechanism for determining what
payments become due and when. The
contract must also provide final dates for
payment of any sums that become due.
These requirements are set out in section
110 of the 1996 Act.
A contract that makes payments to
the contractor subject to the completion
of certain milestones can be perfectly
valid and compliant with the minimum
requirements of the 1996 Act. However,
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the contract will only comply if the terms
are sufficiently clear as to when payments
fall due and if entitlement to payment
is triggered by an objective event. You
should check your mechanism against the
minimum requirements in the 1996 Act and
the guidance in the case law.
The Scottish case of Maxi Construction
Management Limited v Morton Rolls Limited
[2001] CILL 1784 is a good example of the
parties getting milestone payments wrong.
In that case the contract required that the
contractor’s valuation be agreed by the
employer’s agent before it would be paid by
the employer.
The contract did not give a timeframe
by which the employer’s agent had to agree
valuations, neither did it give any means of
resolving a situation where the employer’s
agent did not agree the contractor’s
valuation. This was found an inadequate
mechanism for determining when payments
become due to the contractor.
If a construction contract does not
contain an adequate mechanism, the 1996
Act will effectively step in and incorporate
terms to make the payment provisions

compliant with the minimum mandatory
standards in the act. These terms can be
found in the Scheme for Construction
Contracts (England and Wales) Regulations
1998 (bit.ly/ConConRegs98).
Until the recent Court of Appeal decision
in Bennett (Construction) Ltd v CMC MBS
Ltd [2019] EWCA Civ 1515, it was unclear
how and to what extent the terms from the
scheme should be incorporated. In Bennett,
the court held that the 1996 Act was not
designed to delete a workable payment
regime that the parties had agreed, and
replace it with an entirely different payment
regime. Rather than wholesale replacement,
the court should do ‘the least violence to
the agreement between the parties’ and, in
that case, found that the ‘least damaging
option’ would be to keep the majority of
the milestone payments unaffected and to
replace only those offending milestones
with the relevant alternative provisions
from the scheme.
In conclusion, if your mechanism is
invalid, you cannot agree how it is meant
to work and you end up arguing the point
in court, then the courts will try to respect
the agreement reached between the parties
wherever possible, only incorporating the
provisions of the scheme in a piecemeal
way to correct any inadequacies.
Unfortunately, this invariably creates
some uncertainty and it is difficult to
predict the extent to which a defective
mechanism will need to be rescued. The
lesson to take away is to vet payment
provisions in your contracts carefully to
make sure that any corrective measures and
court interventions will not be needed –
otherwise your payee may seek to benefit
from uncertainty to re-apportion the
commercial risk by negotiating additional
payments in circumstances where the
agreed milestones have not been met.
Charles Blamire-Brown is a partner and David
Greenwood a senior associate at Pinsent
Masons charles.blamire-brown@
pinsentmasons.com
david.greenwood@pinsentmasons.com
Related competencies include:
Contract practice

Building control

International

Full circle
The Consortium of European Building Control celebrated 30 years in
October with a meeting in Brussels themed to the circular economy

Diane Marshall

The Consortium of European Building
Control (CEBC) was formed 30 years ago on
the back of an idea by the former Institute
of Building Control. An initial meeting
in Brussels in November 1989, where
some key individuals involved in setting
regulations looked for greater collaboration
across Europe, has now culminated in an
international organisation representing
35 member bodies across 25 different
countries. CEBC includes public- and
private-sector bodies involved in the
creation or application of legislation and
standards in all aspects of building control.
A key part of the organisation’s activities
includes information-gathering and sharing
through publication of reports, covering a
range of topical issues such as e-delivery,
the value of building control, and the
different systems in operation across
member states (cebc.eu). It hosts general
meetings twice a year on rotation around
member organisations, and it themes each
on issues relevant to the host country as
well as any current industry-wide matters.
The meetings also include technical visits
to explore local architecture, construction or
projects that are of interest.
It was fitting that in October, the
30th-anniversary event saw CEBC return

to Brussels, where it focused on the
circular economy in construction. With an
introductory session on building regulations
in Belgium and the role of host company
SECO, presentations followed from the
Flemish Institute of Technological Research
and the Flemish government outlining the
principles of circular construction. These
explored the concept of designing buildings
to enable easy disassembly, transformation
or transportation and greater re-use – at
the level of whole buildings or individual
materials – thereby reducing waste.
The challenges to design culture were
explored through the example of an existing
project that is being entirely remodelled.
The World Trade Centre towers in Brussels
are currently in use as offices, but there is a
plan to regenerate them as multifunctional
premises incorporating residential alongside
office, leisure and retail uses to enhance the
area while increasing density across the site.
The session explored the delicate balance
of technical feasibility with economic
and environmental impact: by planning
for future use, buildings can be converted
more readily to suit a variety of functions
and purposes, a concept that moves us on
from sustainable to circular buildings. The
presentation also explored the challenges

of regulating and controlling this kind of
building project.
CEBC’s European members are also
interested in what’s happening with
Building Regulations across the UK
after the Grenfell Tower fire, so other
presentations included an update on the
changes to the Scottish building standards
and the Industry Response Group report,
Raising the bar (see Built Environment Journal
February/March, pp.10-11). As a result
of the work being done on competencies
in England, CEBC is now gathering data
for its next report, looking at the way
each member organisation measures and
demonstrates competency.
The conference spent some time
reminiscing over the past 30 years with the
previous president and some influential
former members being invited to contribute
to the discussions and be part of the
celebrations at the gala dinner.
The consortium has evolved over
three decades with increasing numbers
of members and organisations sharing a
common interest, promoting best practice
and disseminating information and ideas.
Diane Marshall is operations director at
NHBC dmarshall@nhbc.co.uk
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Advance your
career with RICS
Gain CPD with these industry events
• Environment and resources conference – 22 April
• Building surveying conference – 30 April
• Planning and development conference – 5 May

or through our online training programmes
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• Certificate in Building Surveying Practice
– enrol anytime
• APC Accelerated Learning: Building Surveying
– enrol anytime
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& locations
• Contract Administration – various dates
& locations
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professional support surrounding standards
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APC

Maintenance allowance
To achieve the competency Housing maintenance, repairs and improvements you
must be able to understand, and be ready to apply, a range of other skills

Ewan Craig

Housing maintenance, repairs and
improvements is one of the optional
competencies of the Building Surveying
APC pathway. Work in this area demands
the ability to apply other technical
competencies together successfully,
including Building pathology, Construction
technology and environmental services,
Design and specification, Inspection, and
Legal/regulatory compliance.
The levels
At Level 1, you should demonstrate
knowledge and understanding of the
nature of building maintenance as well
as the principles and practice of building
maintenance management.
At Level 2, you should apply your
knowledge to gather housing maintenance
information, formulate policies, and
implement housing maintenance
management operations.
At Level 3, you should be able to provide
reasoned advice, and prepare and present
reports on maintenance management issues.
You should be familiar with the housing
maintenance, repair and improvements
issues in your final submission documents,
and be ready to address relevant questions.
Question
Actual questions for final assessment will
be based on the candidate’s experience. This
should be at Level 2 but could exceed this.
An example at Level 2 is given below; the
answer should explain the pertinent issues.
Q: Please explain how you carried out a
stock condition survey of flat B and the
block it is in.

A: My housing association decided to use
in-house staff for condition surveys to
support our development and enhance our
skills. This work was part of our first year
of in-house surveys, targeted to renew older
data, check previous findings and support
planned maintenance. The association
developed the set of survey questions
using GoReport, with a pilot survey and
assessment of our data to collect the right
information for our needs.
A targeted sample of properties were
selected in my allocated area and the
residents were offered the opportunity
to have a survey. Flat B’s resident
requested one, and I arranged a convenient
appointment for a stock condition survey
with them. I carried out pre-inspection
checks such as a health and safety risk
assessment and ascertaining whether
there were any customer safety concerns.
The survey was restricted to areas that
were safely accessible and carried out on a
visual, non-intrusive basis. I used surveying
equipment that included a torch, ladder,
damp meter, services keys, laser measure
and tape measure.
I introduced myself to the resident
and surveyed the flat and block, using
the pro forma on an iPad; this enables
a methodical and focused inspection
covering attributes such as key exterior
and interior components, together with an
indicative score under the Housing Health
and Safety Rating System. I followed my
association’s guidance for surveys, such as
our component life cycle, which is derived
from BCIS and our own data.
Some information was pre-populated,
such as the unique property reference

number and known attributes, which I
checked as I surveyed. I completed the
flat’s survey concentrating on the interior
features such as finishes, sanitary fittings,
kitchen, smoke detectors and services. The
survey of the block covered the exterior and
communal areas such as roofs, walls, lifts
and entrances.
I completed the pro forma as I
progressed, with details such as each
component’s age and quantity. Photographs
were included of features such as the flat’s
kitchen and a broken electrical socket. I
reported to our maintenance team that
wires were protruding from the damaged
socket as this was a significant health and
safety matter for immediate attention.
After the inspection, I reviewed my
survey forms and my line manager checked
the surveys before they were batched
and uploaded to our internal secure asset
database. I also saved the photographs
against the property records and confirmed
that the repair to the socket had been
carried out.
Care
Given the time constraints of the APC,
your response should be brief but
comprehensive; the answer given above
is not exhaustive. Care should be taken
to demonstrate your own skills, abilities
and knowledge to the assessors.
Ewan Craig is an APC assessor, APC coach,
and public sector construction assurance lead
Related competencies include: Housing
maintenance, repairs and improvements
Further information: rics.org/pathways
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Materials information sheet

BUILDING MATERIALS INFORMATION SHEET 11: Early cements

Summary
Most hydraulic cement produced today is Portland cement (see
Table 1), invented in the early 1800s, with later testing leading to
large-scale production of cement with consistent characteristics.
History
The earliest cements were non-hydraulic binders made by calcining
limestone to produce quicklime and slaking this to make hydrated
lime. Lime binders slowly react with carbon dioxide in the air and
harden, converting the hydrated lime into calcium carbonate.
In 1756, John Smeaton recognised that lime’s hydraulic behaviour
depended on the presence of clay in limestone. Building on this
observation, James Parker made hydraulic cement from clay nodules
that contained calcium carbonate. Parker called his product – an
early natural cement – Roman cement. He was granted a patent for
it in 1976.
Natural cement was produced throughout the 19th century,
using clayey limestone, or cement rock, to provide the silica and
alumina that, on heating, combined with calcium in quicklime to
form hydraulic compounds. In 1818, Louis Vicat published the first
explanation of the proportioning of clay and limestone to achieve
a hydraulic cement; he also described a double kilning process that
heated the limestone to remove substantial carbon dioxide, and
heated the quicklime and clay mixture to complete the calcining.
Edgar Dobbs had already patented a similar cement in England in
1811; James Frost patented his British cement in 1822, and Joseph
Aspdin his Portland cement, named for its resemblance to Portland
limestone, in 1824. The major difference between natural cement
and these early hydraulic cements was the controlled proportioning
of limestone and clay, but they were still closer to natural than
modern Portland cement as the raw materials were not sintered.
The importance of burning temperature was realised in the
1840s. Joseph Aspdin’s son William made his Portland cement at
temperatures high enough to produce the compounds found in the
modern version, although the quantities, sizes and distribution
differ. Isaac Johnson made a similar discovery in 1845, sintering a
limestone–clay mixture at 1,400–1,500°C to produce semi-fused
cement clinker with a composition similar to modern cement.
Less than a decade later, cement manufacturing technology was
widely distributed. W. A. Becker’s manual on Portland cement
production was published in Germany in 1853, and laboratories
there and in France tested hydraulic behaviour by measuring the
silica-to-lime ratio and cementation index. The Association of
German Cement Manufacturers issued a standard in 1878, as the
American Society for Testing and Materials did in 1904.
A more efficient tilted horizontal rotary kiln was invented in
1885 by Frederick Ransome, and Thomas Edison patented the first
long kiln in 1909. In the early 20th century, ball mills enabled more
efficient grinding of cement’s raw materials and clinker, while the
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Table 1. Major constituents of Portland cement
Chemical
formula

Cement chemist
notation/name

Content in
cement clinker

3CaO · SiO 2
Tricalcium silicate

C3S
Alite

45–75%

2 CaO · SiO 2
Dicalcium silicate

C2 S
Belite

7–32%

3CaO · Al 2O 3
Tricalcium aluminate

C3 A
Aluminate

0–13%

4CaO · Al 2O 3 · Fe 2O 3
Tetracalcium
alumino ferrite

C4 AF
Ferrite or
brownmillerite

0–18%

addition of gypsum during the final grinding process became a
widespread practice.
Composition
The need for predictable setting time, strength development, and
durability drove the advances from hydraulic lime. Hydraulic lime
mortars can achieve compressive strengths of 3–10 megapascals
(MPa) and mature natural cement concrete can achieve 20–30MPa.
The strength of the earliest Portland cement binders appears to
have been similar to these materials. Modern Portland cement also
sets quickly and gains strength more rapidly than earlier binders.
Portland cement concrete readily achieves a compressive strength
of 40–50 MPa. Due to differences in strength and other properties,
repair materials that contain modern Portland cement may not be
compatible with early hydraulic binders in historic structures.
This materials information sheet was compiled by Laura J. Powers,
principal petrographer and materials scientist at CTLGroup
lpowers@ctlgroup.com
Additional data sources
Bhatty, J., Miller, F. M., and Kosmatka, S. (2004). Innovations
in Portland Cement Manufacturing. Skokie, IL: Portland
Cement Association.
Eckel, E. C. (1905). Cements, Limes, and Plasters: Their Materials,
Manufacture and Properties. New York: John Wiley & Sons.
Redgrave, Gilbert R. (1895). Calcareous Cements: Their Nature
and Uses, with Some Observations upon Cement Testing.
London: Charles Griffin and Company, Limited.

